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ABSTRACT

AN EVALUATION OF A BRIEF, THEATRE-BASED INTERVENTION
FOR THE PREVENTION OF ADOLESCENT CYBERBULLYING AND
SUICIDE

Kathryn Hopkins
September 23, 2014

Quality program evaluation investigates both the process and the outcomes of an intervention in order to accurately determine its effectiveness and impact. In the present study, the effectiveness of CHOICES, a brief, applied-theatre intervention that addresses cyberbullying and suicide was evaluated. The fidelity of implementation of the intervention was assessed to determine whether the delivery of CHOICES was consistent with the original goals of the program, as well as consistent across multiple deliveries. Investigation of the fidelity of implementation revealed that CHOICES was not implemented with high levels of fidelity. The study also determined whether exposure to CHOICES led to significant gains in students’ knowledge of effective strategies to address cyberbullying and the warning signs of suicide, as well significant increases in students’ ability to correctly identify the warning signs of suicide. This study also determined if exposure to the program led to significant increases in student willingness and confidence in their ability to apply
newly acquired knowledge about cyberbullying and suicide. The analyses of the outcomes found no significant changes in student knowledge of effective strategies that address cyberbullying and suicide. No significant change was found in student confidence or willingness to intervene on behalf of a peer in a cyberbullying situation. No significant change was found in student confidence or willingness to intervene on behalf of a peer exhibiting the warning signs of suicide.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of a brief, school-based theatre intervention, CHOICES, developed to increase knowledge of effective strategies to address cyberbullying and suicide.

CHOICES was delivered in a large urban school district in a middle southern state. State laws mandate that school districts must provide all middle and high schools students with cyberbullying and online safety education, as well as suicide prevention awareness information (Stanton, 2012). Cyberbullying and suicide remain significant health problems for children and adolescents aged 10-17 (CDC, 2012). Victims of cyberbullying are more likely to experience psychological disorders, such as depression and anxiety, than students who are not victims (Mishna et al., 2011). Adolescents with psychological disorders are nine times more at risk of suicide than adolescents without the presence of such distress (Bridge et al., 2006). Considering this, it is important that the most effective cyberbullying and suicide prevention programs be implemented in schools. In addition, it is essential that they be implemented with the highest level of fidelity, as varying levels of implementation can lead to varying levels of effectiveness (Orsini et al., 2012; O’Donnell, 2008; Mowbray et al., 2003).
The cyberbullying strategies provided to participants in CHOICES include the Stop-Block-Tell approach, which encourages students who are experiencing cyberbullying to stop interacting and/or responding to the bully electronically or otherwise; block the bully using site specific blocking mechanisms, or software designed to block certain sites and users and; report the cyberbullying activity to a trusted adult, and if necessary an internet/cell phone provider and law enforcement.

In a systematic review of prevention and intervention efforts that address cyberbullying, Mishna et al. (2011) found evidence that some Internet safety programs, including those using the Stop-Block-Tell approach, did show significant increases in students’ knowledge of Internet safety. While the Stop-Block-Tell approach is commonly found in cyberbullying prevention materials provided to students (Lorenz & Laanpere, 2012; Mishna et al., 2011; Hinduja & Patchin, 2009; Diamandouros et al., 2008), the research on its efficacy is only beginning to emerge.

School-based efforts to prevent suicide in adolescents have produced mixed results (Cross et al., 2011; Portzky & van Heeringen, 2006; Shaffer & Craft, 1999). The suicide prevention content provided in CHOICES is modeled after the Gatekeeper model of suicide prevention. Gatekeeper programs focus on the recognition of suicide warning signs and the referral to appropriate help (Brown et al., 2007). This model is increasingly used as a suicide prevention approach across settings, including schools (Isaac et al., 2009; Brown et al., 2007). Gatekeeper programs have been shown to significantly increase participant’s perceived preparedness, self-evaluated knowledge, and lead to greater access to help for suicidal students (Wyman et al., 2008). Gatekeeper programs have also been shown to
significantly increase participant’s skills and attitudes towards suicide prevention (Cross et al., 2011; Freedenthal, 2010; Isaac et al., 2009). Shaffer and Craft found that the most beneficial intervention at the school level was directly screening students for predictors of suicide and referring them for help, if needed (1999). Although the popularity and support for screening approaches in schools are on the rise, psycho-educational, assembly-style programs, like the one involved in this study, continue to be the most common suicide prevention effort employed (Katz et al., 2013; Portzky & van Heeringen, 2006).

CHOICES uses applied theatre techniques to engage students through role-play and generation of possible strategies to address cyberbullying and suicide. Applied theatre interventions have been shown to be an effective method to involve students in the process of devising strategies to deal with peer aggression and bullying (Gourd & Gourd, 2011; Burton, 2009; Baer & Glasgow, 2008; Graves, Frabutt, & Vigliano, 2007; Kiseal et al., 2006; Gervais, 2006; Belliveau, 2005). Couvillon and Ilieva (2011) point to the advantages of engaging students actively in the process of identifying effective strategies to address cyberbullying. Brief intervention and assembly-style programs (e.g. 1 hour-1 day in length) in schools generally only involve students, and largely leave teachers and administrators out. These programs have demonstrated little effectiveness in increasing knowledge or changing behaviors (Freedenthal, 2010; Joronen et al., 2008). Despite this, schools often seek out brief programming in the interest of cost and time effectiveness (Wills & Sabo, 2010). Although Nation et al. (2013) suggest a comprehensive approach
when designing school-based prevention programming, these designs are rarely used in reality.

**Intervention**

CHOICES was developed and is facilitated by the theatre company’s Artistic and Community Outreach Directors. Both the Artistic Director and the Community Outreach Director hold masters degrees in Educational Theatre from New York University and have extensive training and experience in applied theatre, Theatre of the Oppressed and Forum Theatre principles and techniques.

The main components of CHOICES consist of a brief performance (20 minutes) by professional actors for an audience of students (20-80 students, on average), followed by an interactive discussion between the actors and the students, which includes student role-plays of cyberbullying situations introduced in the performance. More specifically, students in the audience are encouraged to suggest, and subsequently role-play with the actors, possible alternative solutions to those presented in the play. During the course of these interactive discussions and role-plays, the facilitators teach key strategies that address cyberbullying and suicide.

CHOICES was designed to be 90 minutes in length. The basic structure of CHOICES occurs in five distinct sections. In the Section 1, the intervention is introduced as an interactive program aimed at addressing cyberbullying and suicide. The facilitator introduces herself, along with two professional actors who will perform a short play. The facilitator provides background on the theatre company and explains the structure of the intervention to the student participants.
Section 2 consists of a 20-minute multi-media play, which includes live performance, recorded music, and projected slides of text. The play depicts a teenage girl, Hannah, experiencing cyberbullying online and via cell phone text messages, while at home and school. Hannah also displays warning signs of suicide. See Appendix 1 for a full script of the play.

Section 3 of the intervention occurs after the play ends. The facilitator describes the Forum Theatre technique by explaining that they (students and facilitator, together) will come up with possible strategies to address the cyberbullying that occurs in the play. She informs them that they will be given the opportunity to come up and role-play these possible strategies. The facilitator then guides the student participants in the audience in a discussion. The students are asked to describe Hannah at the beginning of the play, and talk about her transition that results in the outcome at the end of the play. Next, students are asked to brainstorm and share ideas of what Hannah might have done differently to address the cyberbullying. At this point, the facilitator formally defines cyberbullying. The facilitator then reminds the students that they will be given the opportunity to role-play their suggestions. As the facilitator explains, the play will be performed again, beginning at the point in the action when the cyberbullying begins. The students are invited to halt the action at any point, and come up and role-play their solution, by taking the place of the actress playing Hannah. They may also choose to explain their solutions to the actress playing Hannah, in order to have her perform it. This method of actively brainstorming and rehearsing possible solutions are at the heart of the Forum Theatre technique.
In Section 4, the facilitator leads the student participants and actors through the performance several times. Students are allowed to stop the performance at any time to suggest and role-play strategies to address the cyberbullying from Hannah’s perspective. The students role-play their suggestions themselves, or the actors role-play the suggestion the student provides. The Stop-Block-Tell strategies to address cyberbullying are explicitly taught and rehearsed, to insure that the student participants learn and experience how these strategies are effective in dealing with cyberbullying. These role-plays are followed by a discussion about why or why not the strategies role-played worked. The facilitators explain to the students why certain strategies are effective or ineffective.

In Section 5, the facilitator leads a discussion about the warning signs of suicide, as shown in the original performance. The specific warning signs including withdrawing from family, friends and activities; hopelessness; a drastic change in mood; and finding lethal means/making a plan are taught. Specific examples, which exemplify these signs from the play, are used. There is a guided discussion regarding what to do if a peer is displaying these warning signs. The facilitator then asks all the student participants to come up with the names of three trusted adults, who they can go to for help, if they see a peer exhibiting these signs of suicide. The facilitator shares facts about adolescent suicide, including that suicide is the second leading cause of adolescent death. The intervention ends with a reiteration of the core content items- the Stop-Block-Tell cyberbullying strategies; the warning signs of suicide; and the strategy of coming up with the names of three trusted adults to who the students can go to for help.
In CHOICES, the core content related to cyberbullying includes the Stop, Block, and Tell strategies. When experiencing cyberbullying, a student should stop the interaction between him/herself and the cyberbully (Stop); block the bully’s electronic messages (Block) and; report the cyberbullying to a trusted adult, such as a parent or teacher (Tell). These strategies are supported in literature as approaches students should use to address cyberbullying (Lorenz & Laanpere, 2012; Robinson, 2012; Mishna et al., 2011, Hinduja & Patchin, 2011; Feinberg & Robey, 2009).

**Current Evaluation**

Quality program evaluation investigates both the process and the outcomes of an intervention in order to accurately determine its effectiveness and impact. Thorough evaluation also determines the reliability of the intervention, as well as identifies areas for change and growth (Wall, 2009). As formal evaluations of prevention programs become the standard, results from these evaluations indicate that anecdotal beliefs of program success have proven false (Nation et al., 2003). Informal feedback from schools and student participants have suggested that CHOICES “works” and is well received by school faculty and students. However, what “works” about the intervention has not been defined. Until this point, CHOICES has not been formally evaluated, hence the purpose of this study. Feedback from this evaluation will provide useful information to the program developers to help improve the intervention and increase its effectiveness for future deliveries. This study will evaluate whether or not CHOICES was delivered with fidelity of implementation, and if it succeeded in producing the intended outcomes.
Tracking fidelity of implementation is an essential part of program evaluation (Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Fagen et al., 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003). Fidelity refers to the extent to which the program is implemented in accordance with the guidelines and delivery methods specified by the developers (Fagen et al., 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003; Dane & Schneider, 1998). In this study, the fidelity of implementation of the intervention was assessed to determine whether the delivery of CHOICES was consistent with the original goals of the program, as well as consistent across multiple deliveries.

The study also determined whether exposure to CHOICES led to significant gains in students’ knowledge of effective strategies to address cyberbullying and the warning signs of suicide, as well significant increases in students’ ability to correctly identify the warning signs of suicide. This study also determined if exposure to the program led to significant increases in student willingness and confidence in their ability to apply newly acquired knowledge about cyberbullying and suicide.

Given what is known about effective prevention programming, I proposed that the effectiveness of CHOICES is related to the level of fidelity of its deliveries, as well as how well the intervention produces the intended outcomes related to cyberbullying and suicide. Therefore, the research questions addressed by this evaluation are as follows:

(1) Was the intervention delivered with fidelity?

(2) Did the intervention produce changes in student knowledge and attitudes related to effective strategies that address cyberbullying and suicide?
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Fidelity of Implementation

Fidelity of implementation refers to the level at which a program or intervention is implemented as the developers’ intended (O’Donnell, 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003; Dane & Schneider, 1998). High levels of fidelity speak to an intervention’s consistency, not only in terms of the stated goals of the program, but also across deliveries. According to Dusenbury and colleagues (2003), if a program is not presented with high levels of fidelity, then the program has low feasibility. Concurrently, if programs are implemented with high degrees of fidelity but produce poor outcomes, then the program may need to be restructured (Dusenbury et al., 2003). Measuring the fidelity of implementation is important in order to be able to accurately interpret a program’s outcomes. Without consideration of how, and to what degree, the intervention was delivered, one might incorrectly attribute negative or ambiguous outcomes to an ineffective program, when it is possible it was due to a failure in implementation (O’Donnell, 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003; Dane & Schneider, 1998).

Measuring Fidelity of Implementation

Dane and Schneider (1998) outline five types of program fidelity of implementation necessary to comprehensively measure and capture what is actually
delivered in a certain setting. These include; (1) program adherence: the extent to which the implementation of the intervention corresponds with the originally intended program; (2) dosage: how much of the original program has been delivered (in terms of strength, as well as number, frequency and length of sessions); (3) the quality of the implementation which describes how well (i.e. with clarity, accuracy and enthusiasm) the different components of the intervention were delivered; (4) participant responsiveness: to the degree to which the participants involved in the program are engaged or involved in the intervention; and (5) program differentiation the extent to which the program’s theoretical and methodological components can be distinguished from other programs (Dane & Schneider, 1998). Other researchers have found that these five types of fidelity of implementation are the most commonly used measures of fidelity of implementation within and across vast numbers of social programs (Durlak & Dupre, 2008; Gottfredson & Gottfredson, 2008; O’Donnell, 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003). In this study, fidelity of implementation will be measured across all five types of fidelity- adherence, dosage, quality of delivery, participant responsiveness, and program differentiation.

Adherence refers to the level at which the delivery of the program is consistent with the original design of the program, which includes the predetermined essential components (Dane & Schneider, 1998). In order to accurately assess fidelity of implementation, it is therefore first necessary to define the essential elements or components of the intervention. These components are comprised of specified content and specified delivery strategies (Ennett et al., 2011). The components can then be used to evaluate the adherence to the planned intervention (Dusenbury et al., 2003).
Adherence can be measured in several ways, including facilitator self-reports, which reflect their own delivery of the program. Dusenbury et al., warn that using this method alone may not be as valid as having an outside observer complete a fidelity measure (2003). A more sound approach includes both observer and self-report data measuring levels of adherence (Dusenbury et al., 2003). O’Donnell (2008) suggests that the best approach is to use multiple methods of measurement, including video and audio recording, live observations, self-report surveys and facilitator interviews, thus allowing for the most accurate assessment of the level of adherence of the intervention.

Using more than one observer to track and code adherence is also advised (O’Donnell, 2008; Borelli et al., 2005; Lombard et al., 2002). While researchers do not define an ideal number of observers/coders, Lombard and colleagues suggest that using two or more coders is a necessary step in validating the coding system (2002). Lombard et al. (2002) suggest using both percent agreement and Cohen’s kappa to determine the inter-rater agreement. Percent agreement is a commonly used index, although tends to be liberal, therefore using the additional Cohen’s kappa index, is more likely to capture agreement that happens by chance (Lombard et al., 2002). Lombard and colleagues also suggest that for the measure to be deemed reliable, Cohen’s kappa should be .70 or higher and, if this is not the case, percent agreement should be .90 or higher (Lombard et al., 2002).

Dosage refers to the amount of program content delivered to the participants through the intervention (Dusenbury et al., 2003). It can be described in terms of number, length, and frequency of sessions (Fagen et al., 2008). Dosage can also refer
to the amount of content presented per session (Dusenbury et al., 2003). Dosage is commonly measured using facilitator logs and checklists.

The quality of the implementation describes how well the different components of the intervention were delivered. Many school-based prevention programs rely on interactive elements to disseminate knowledge to their participants, with facilitators guiding students in order to gain skills or develop specific attitudes or beliefs (Dusenbury et al., 2003). Therefore, the quality of the interaction needs to be measured (Dusenbury et al., 2003). Quality of implementation is commonly measured through both self-report and observations (Ennett et al., 2011; Dusenbury et al., 2003).

Participant responsiveness refers to the extent to which participants were engaged by and involved in the activities and content of the intervention (Dusenbury et al., 2003). According to Ennett et al., participants’ response and level of enthusiasm towards an intervention may be an indication of the facilitator’s skill in implementing the intervention as intended (2011). Consequently, the degree of participant’s active engagement in the intervention influences its potential outcomes (Ennett et al., 2011). Participant responsiveness is also measured with the total number of participants attending the intervention (Dusenbury et al., 2003). Ennett et al. (2011) and Fagen et al. (2008) reported on the importance of also measuring participant responsiveness by documenting common implementation problems encountered (i.e. student misbehavior, lack of student responsiveness).

Program differentiation refers to the absence of contamination from another
program that might account for a program’s outcomes (Ennett et al., 2011). Ennett et al. (2011) measured implementation across the five fidelity types in a subset of nearly 400 respondents from a national random sample of middle schools. Respondents taught one of ten evidence-based substance abuse prevention programs during the 2004-2005 school year. Of all of programs evaluated for implementation across all five of the fidelity types, program differentiation was the type least likely to achieve fidelity, with close to 85% of the programs evaluated using other similar prevention programming simultaneously. This suggests the likelihood that other programs may have contaminated these programs’ effects (Ennett et al., 2011). Overall, program differentiation has received little attention in fidelity of implementation research (Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003).

Aspects of Program Implementation

In Dusenbury et al.’s (2003) review of 25 years’ worth of research involving fidelity of implementation, the authors recommend that researchers develop and use reliable measures to track fidelity, which parallel the five aspects of program implementation as described by Dane and Schneider (1998). Dusenbury and colleagues report that it is not clear that all five types of fidelity must be present for a program to reach its goals (2003). Across all of the drug abuse prevention evaluation literature reviewed, the authors did not find any measures of program differentiation (Dusenbury et al., 2003). The authors also report that, as of 2003, no single published study of drug abuse prevention included all of them (Dusenbury et al., 2003). However, Dane and Schneider (1998) strongly recommend measuring across all five types of fidelity in order to gain a comprehensive picture of program quality.
Although fidelity is closely linked to outcomes, literature on fidelity of implementation is limited in social science research (Dusenbury et al., 2003). In a meta-analysis of primary and secondary prevention literature from 1980 to 1994, Dane and Schneider found that only 24% of the 162 studies evaluating the effectiveness of academic, behavioral, and social problems assessed implementation of fidelity. The authors also reported that of those 24%, only one third considered the impact of fidelity on the outcomes of the program or intervention (Dane & Schneider, 1998). Durlak and DuPre suggest that evaluations, which do not attend to the fidelity of implementation, are “flawed and incomplete” (2008, p. 340). The authors contend that without implementation data, researchers and evaluators cannot accurately describe what exactly the program or intervention does, or how outcomes should be interpreted (Durlak & DuPre, 2008).

The available research shows that in many school-based prevention programs high levels of implementation are positively correlated with program effectiveness (Gottfredson & Gottfredson, 2008; Fagen et al., 2008; Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003; Dane & Schneider, 1998). Furthermore, the research demonstrates that many of these programs are not implemented with high levels of fidelity (Gottfredson & Gottfredson, 2008; Fagen et al., 2008; Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003). Durlak and DuPre reviewed data from close to 500 promotion and prevention studies, evaluated in 5 meta-analyses, and reported that mean effect sizes were 2-3 times higher in programs that were carefully implemented than programs that showed low levels of fidelity (2008).
Correct interpretations of the outcomes rely on knowing what aspects of the intervention were implemented, along with how well they were delivered (Durlak & DuPre, 2008). Although researchers agree that fidelity of implementation is important in comprehensively evaluating the effects of a program or intervention, many studies do not include it (Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003; Dane & Schneider, 1998). In their review of prevention literature spanning 1980-1994, Dane and Schneider (1998) found that only 39 of the 162 mental health prevention studies analyzed contained any measure of fidelity of implementation. Further, of those 39, only 13 connected the fidelity of implementation to outcomes (Dane & Schneider, 1998). As Dane and Schneider (1998) assert, a comprehensive evaluation of an intervention’s outcomes must include measures of fidelity.

**Outcome Evaluation**

A program evaluation involves collecting and analyzing information and data to make decisions about the program (McNamara, 2006). McNamara (2006) describes three major types of evaluation - goals-based, process-based, and outcome-based. Goals-based evaluations determine whether a program is meeting its established goals. Process-based evaluations assess how the program works and how it is being delivered in order to achieve its outcomes. Measuring the fidelity of implementation of a program is a part of process-based evaluations. Outcome-based evaluations determine the impact of the intervention on its participants. Outcomes can be measured in terms of knowledge and skills acquired, as well as attitude and behavior change (McNamara, 2006).
Outcome evaluation systematically documents the impact or results of a program or intervention (Wall, 2000; McNamara, 2006; Orsini et al., 2012). Results are viewed in terms of the relationship between the predetermined goals of the program and what was actually achieved. Thus, it allows program developers to decide whether the chosen activities or components in the intervention actually produce the desired outcomes (McNamara, 2006).

Information on the effectiveness of a program, in terms of its impact on its participants, can provide powerful and useful feedback to the program developers (Plantz et al., 2006). Programs must clearly define their intended outcomes in order to evaluate them, which in itself can provide a tremendous amount of focus to efforts of the program (Plantz et al., 2006). Outcome evaluation is also important because it can lead to programmatic changes and improvements that need to be made in order to affect future outcomes of the intervention (Wall, 2000; McNamara, 2006; Plantz et al., 2006, Hendricks et al., 2008; Orsini et al., 2012). Outcome information can also serve as an excellent motivator for program developers, staff, and facilitators, who can measure the progress they are making with participants in a consistent and concrete manner (Plantz et al., 2006).

Nonprofit organizations, as well as other organizations (such as schools) that seek public and private funding, are often required to measure and document a variety of performance-related aspects, including inputs, activities, outputs, financial accountability, quality assurance and participant or client related measures (Hendricks et al., 2008). Funding agencies often require that organizations provide evidence of their programs’ impact on their participants (McNamara, 2006; Hendricks et al.,
In addition to maintaining funding, organizations can use the findings of outcome evaluations when initially seeking funding by demonstrating the positive effects of the program and the need for further implementation (McNamara, 2006). The evaluation and measurement of outcomes shifts the focus from activities to results, allowing programs to not only understand their process, but their product as well.

The United Way of America (UWA; http://www.unitedway.org/outcomes/), the largest philanthropic institution in the United States, aims to improve communities by partnering with local organizations to address local problems, as well as the issues that underlie these problems. The UWA requires agencies who receive its funding to systematically track their outcomes (Hendricks et al., 2008). The UWA provides an excellent model for implementing outcome-based evaluations (McNamara, 2006; Hendricks et al., 2008). The UWA recommends that a successful evaluation begins with identifying the major outcomes the evaluation will assess. For each outcome, observable measures must be determined, in order to verify that the major outcomes are being achieved. Additionally, a target goal or criteria must be defined in order to determine that the outcomes were successfully met. Next, the information needed to demonstrate these measures must be identified, along with a plan as to how that information can be collected. Examples of major methods for information collection include pre and post assessments, surveys, program documentation, and observations (McNamara, 2006). Pre and post assessments and surveys can provide valuable information about the participant’s level of knowledge and skills before and after an intervention (Hendricks et al., 2008). Documentation
review allows for the assessment of how the program was developed, the key components of the program, along with the intended implementation of the program. Observation of the program provides an opportunity to capture how the program was actually implemented, and to what extent program fidelity was maintained (McNamara, 2006; Dusenbury et al., 2003). Following the collection of the implementation and outcome information from the sources outlined above, findings can then be analyzed and reported (McNamara, 2006).

Outcomes are usually demonstrated in terms of benefits or changes in participants’ knowledge, skills, behavior, attitudes, values, condition or status (Plantz, Greenway & Hendricks, 2006). Plantz et al. (2006) provide an excellent description of how to approach outcome measurement through the lens of a program’s goals, using If-Then statements in a hierarchical manner. Using one of the goals of CHOICES, “Increase students’ knowledge of how to recognize and address the presence of warning signs of suicide in a peer.” as an example: If the intervention provides information on suicide to adolescents, then the adolescents have increased knowledge of how to identify and address warning signs of suicide in a peer. If the adolescents have increased knowledge of how to identify warning signs of suicide in a peer, then this leads to changed behavior: the adolescents recognize the signs and report them to a trusted adult. If the adolescent follows these steps, then a suicidal adolescent can receive the help they need. The hierarchy of If-Then statements describes the theory behind how the program benefits its participants. As Plantz et al. state, this hierarchy “also describes a chain of influences, with program inputs (resources) leading to activities, which leads to outputs, which leads to a series of
outcomes.” (2006, p.4). This series of outcomes includes immediate outcomes, intermediate outcomes, and longer-term outcomes. Immediate outcomes are more easily attributable directly to program factors than longer-term outcomes. Longer-term outcomes may be achieved due to a variety of influential mediating factors, thus making it more difficult to attribute it directly to the program (Plantz et al., 2006). Using the example provided earlier, the program could directly influence the immediate outcome of the adolescents’ knowledge of how to recognize and address the presence of warning signs of suicide in a peer. In contrast, the adolescents disposition, past experience with suicide, and other exposure to suicide awareness materials outside of the program, not to mention the ‘trusted’ adults willingness to actually intervene - all of which the program cannot control - may have as much influence as the program on the longer-term outcome of a suicidal adolescent getting the help they need. When determining what level of outcome to measure, it is important to decide how far a program should reach in selecting its outcome. Therefore, selecting the outcome to be measured must be far enough to capture the full scope of the program’s impact, while not too far-reaching that other mediating factors obscure the program’s effects (Plantz et al., 2006).

The statistical power of an intervention’s outcomes can decrease when it moves from a laboratory setting to the real world (O’Donnell, 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003). Therefore, there is a need to assess the fidelity of implementation in both efficacy and effectiveness studies, in order to determine the relationship between the intervention’s degree of fidelity and its outcomes. This is especially true when researchers want to know whether to attribute poor outcomes to low levels of fidelity
or a poorly designed intervention (O’Donnell, 2008). Efficacy studies are those done in a laboratory setting, with tightly controlled conditions, and are equivalent to randomized controlled trials. The purpose of these studies is to determine the true outcomes, as linked to the program’s goals. Failure in outcomes, under such controlled conditions, could not therefore be attributed to a failure of implementation (O’Donnell, 2008). Effectiveness studies, on the other hand, evaluate the impact of an intervention in actual practice, where it is more likely that mediating and moderating factors are present. Efficacy studies address the internal validity of an intervention and effectiveness studies address an intervention’s external validity (O’Donnell, 2008).

The current study’s evaluation was concerned with the effectiveness of CHOICES. Effectiveness, in this context, refers to the ability of the intervention to produce the desired outcomes in real-world settings (O’Donnell, 2008). While an efficacy study might attempt to monitor and control levels of fidelity in the intervention, this study sought to measure possible variations in fidelity and link them to outcomes. If results indicated that CHOICES did not achieve its desired outcomes, than the author might ask if certain programmatic features were not delivered in a manner close to what the developers had originally intended (O’Donnell, 2008).

**Cyberbullying**

Bullying continues to be an important issue affecting school-aged children, academically, socially, and psychologically (Espelage & Holt, 2012; Vieno et al., 2011; Solberg, Olweus & Endreson, 2007; Nansel et al., 2001). Olweus has provided a working definition of traditional bullying as follows, “A student is being bullied or
victimized when he or she is exposed, repeatedly and overtime, to negative actions on
the part of one or more students” (Olweus, 1993, p. 9). In a bullying situation, there
is a real or perceived imbalance in power, between the perpetrator(s) and the victim.
This imbalance can be related to physical, mental or social factors, or strength in
numbers, with multiple perpetrators harassing a single individual (Solberg, Olweus &
Endreson, 2007).

Bullying is commonly categorized into six major types in the literature:
physical bullying, verbal bullying, relational bullying (Espelage & Holt, 2012; Vieno
et al., 2011; Turner et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2009), sexual bullying (Vieno et al.,
2011) also labeled sexual harassment (Espelage & Holt, 2012; Turner et al., 2011),
and cyberbullying (Espelage & Holt, 2012; Vieno et al., 2011; Turner et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2009). Cyberbullying is a form of bullying in which bullies use
electronic means, such as the Internet and cell-phones to harass, humiliate, and
deliberately hurt others (Espelage & Holt, 2012; Jose et al., 2011; Ybarra & Mitchell,
2004).

Hinduja and Patchin (2008) found that approximately 30 percent of 1,378
adolescent Internet users surveyed online reported cyberbullying victimization, while
11 percent of respondents admitted to cyberbullying others. Kowalski and Limber
(2007), polled 3,767 middle school students, 18 percent of whom reported being a
victim of cyberbullying in recent months and 11 percent reported cyberbullying
others. Mishna et al. (2012) surveyed a large and diverse sample of over 2,000
middle and high schools students, who completed an in-class, self-report measure of
their involvement in cyberbullying. The authors found that over 30 percent of the
students participating in the study reported involvement in cyberbullying, as either a victim or a perpetrator. Of those involved, 25 percent reported having been involved in cyberbullying as both victim and perpetrator. The 2011 Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance, published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), surveyed over 15,000 students in grades 9-12. Of those students surveyed, 16 percent reported being cyberbullied in the 12 months prior to the survey (CDC, 2012). As children and adolescents’ use of technology increases, bullying prevention programing have begun to include cyberbullying prevention (Espelage & Holt, 2012; Mishna et al., 2011; Chibnall et al., 2006; Crombie & Trinneer, 2003; Salvatore, 2006). However, there remains a paucity of cyberbullying prevention and intervention programs found to be effective (Espelage & Holt, 2012; Mishna et al., 2011).

Common modes of cyberbullying include; telephone calls, text messages, pictures and video clips sent electronically, emails, Internet instant messaging, Internet chat rooms, and messages posted on social networking sites (Smith et al., 2008; Beale & Hall, 2007). Smith et al. (2008) conducted a study identifying the specific forms cyberbullying takes, using several surveys administered to 615 students, ages 11-16 years. Adolescents most frequently reported being cyberbullied via cell phone calls/texts, as well as Internet instant messaging. Although not as frequent, respondents reported the highest levels of distress when cyberbullying occurred via pictures/video clips (Smith et al., 2008).

Ybarra, Deiner-West, and Leaf (2007) used a national cross-sectional online survey with 1,588 youth, ages 10-15. The main measures were Internet harassment and school functioning. Results of the survey indicated that 36% of those reporting
cyberbullying did also report being bullied at school. Youth who reported cyberbullying were twice as likely to report receiving two or more detentions or suspensions and skipping school in the past year. Youth who reported being a victim of cyberbullying were 8 times more likely than all other youth to report carrying a weapon to school in the past 30 days (Ybarra, Deiner-West & Leaf, 2007). The impact of cyberbullying on school functioning combined with direct access to cyberbullies and victims, positions schools well to provide direct interventions aimed at preventing cyberbullying.

Adolescent victims of cyberbullying are significantly more likely to experience psychological distress, such as depression, anxiety, difficulty concentrating, and fear (Devine & Lloyd, 2012; Mishna et al., 2011; Sourander et al., 2010; Mitchell, Ybarra, & Finkelhor, 2007; Ybarra et al., 2007; Ybarra & Mitchell, 2004). Using data from Ireland’s 2009 Kids’ Life and Times Survey of 3,657 ten and eleven year-olds, Devine and Lloyd (2012) reported that 12.5 % of children who reported being cyberbullied, also reported significantly lower rates of personal well-being than children who had not been cyberbullied. Ybarra and Mitchell (2004) conducted a telephone survey of 1,501 regular Internet users between the ages of 10 and 17. Nineteen percent of those surveyed were involved in cyberbullying and reported higher rates of major depressive-like symptomology and a lower commitment to school (Ybarra & Mitchell, 2004) than those not involved in cyberbullying. Sourander et al. (2010) reported that one in four students who reported being cyberbullied were scared for their safety. These students were more likely to experience fear when they were cyberbullied by an adult, an unknown
person, or a group of people. The authors suggest that this is most likely due to a greater imbalance of power compared with peer bullying (Sourander et al., 2010). Ybarra, Diener-West and Leaf (2007) also reported that victims of cyberbullying were more likely to experience higher levels of fear at home and school than those not victimized. Adolescents who are involved in cyberbullying, either as a victim or as an offender, have significantly lower levels of self-esteem than those not involved (Patchin & Hinduja, 2010).

Mitchell et al. (2007) surveyed nationally 1,501 youth, ages 10-17, who use the Internet. The authors looked specifically at the relationship between online and traditional forms of harassment with symptoms of depression, delinquency and substance use (Mitchell et al., 2007). Of those surveyed, 57% reported being bullied or harassed interpersonally and 23% percent reported being victimized online. Seventy-three percent of those bullied online also reported being bullied offline. The authors found that all types of victimization were independently related to depressive symptoms, delinquency, and substance use. The authors suggest that these types of victimizations are likely characterized by common underlying characteristics of the youth, such as risky behavior or need for social acceptance. It is not yet clear which comes first however, the tendency to engage in these behaviors or the victimization (Mitchell et al., 2007).

Demographic variables have also been linked to cyberbullying involvement. Research has shown that involvement in cyberbullying, as in traditional bullying, peaks during the middle school years (Beale & Hall, 2007). The literature also shows
that girls bully others for their physical appearance, while boys are more likely to make remarks that are sexually explicit in nature (Beale & Hall, 2007; Mason, 2008).

**Adolescent Suicide**

According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC, 2012), suicide is the third leading cause of death for people ages 10-24, resulting in 4600 deaths each year. The rates of attempted suicide are even higher, with 157,000 youth receiving medical care each year as a result of self-inflicted injuries. According to the CDC’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey of students in grades 9-12, nearly 16% reported seriously considering suicide, 13% reported devising a plan, and 8% reported attempting to take their own life in the 12 months preceding the survey (CDC, 2012).

**Warning Signs of Suicide**

While identification of long-term risk factors is important in identifying youth who may be predisposed to suicide, the identification of more immediate factors, signaling a current suicidal crisis, is also important. These factors serve as precipitating conditions that put youth at an acute level of risk, thus demanding immediate intervention (van Orden et al., 2006). van Orden et al. (2006) make a key distinction between the *symptoms* and *signs* that indicate a risk of suicide. Symptoms are indicators described by the individual to others, whereas signs are behavioral manifestations of symptoms, as observed by others. Thus, warning signs of adolescent suicide serve as observable indicators of an acute crisis.

Researchers with the American Association of Suicidology (AAS) reviewed the empirical literature and developed a comprehensive list of warning signs for
suicide (Rudd et al., 2006). They are detailed in Table 1. Van Roden et al. (2006) suggested that efforts, which emphasize the recognition of warning signs of suicide and taking immediate steps to intervene are essential tools to help people predict and therefore prevent suicide.

Table 1

Warning Signs of Suicide

- Someone threatening to hurt or kill themselves
- Someone seeking means to kill themselves; seeking access to pills, weapons or other means
- Someone talking or writing about death dying or suicide
- Hopelessness
- Rage, anger, seeking revenge
- Acting restless or engaging in risky activities, seemingly without thinking
- Feeling trapped- like there’s no way out
- Increasing alcohol or drug use
- Withdrawing from friends, families, or society
- Anxiety, agitation, unable to sleep or sleeping all the time
- Drastic changes in mood
- No reason for living; no sense of purpose in life

Cyberbullying and Suicide

Research on the relationship between cyberbullying and suicide is only beginning to emerge (van Geel et al., 2014; Hinduja & Patchin, 2010). Victims of cyberbullying are more likely to have suicidal thoughts than those not victimized (Hinduja & Patchin, 2010). Ybarra, Deiner-West, and Leaf (2007) reported that victims of cyberbullying were one and a half times more likely to have attempted suicide than those who were neither a victim nor a perpetrator of cyberbullying. Accounting for the risk factors associated with both suicide (Bridge, Goldstein, &
Brent, 2007; Cheng et al., 2000; Eggert et al., 1995) and cyberbullying victimization (Mitchell et al., 2007; Ybarra, Deiner-West, and Leaf, 2007), identifying effective prevention strategies that address both issues is important.

**School-based Cyberbullying Prevention and Intervention**

In Smith et al.’s (2008) survey of 615 students, ages 11-16 years, respondents reported coping strategies that were most effective in addressing cyberbullying, including blocking/avoiding messages, and telling someone. However, many cyber-victims had not reported the abuse. The authors suggest that researchers, practitioners, and adults who engage with children and adolescents should be careful to consider the multi-dimensionality of cyberbullying. Schools should explicitly define cyberbullying in school bullying policies. Parents should work to educate themselves on the potential uses of the Internet and cell phones and learn how to contact Internet and cell phone service providers and the legal rights in these arenas (Smith et al., 2008). Beale and Hall also advise promoting a school climate in which students feel comfortable and encouraged to report incidences of cyberbullying to a responsible adult. This also includes the establishment of school policies, which specifically prohibit cyberbullying of a student, with the school reserving the right to discipline a student for actions off of school grounds if these actions have negative repercussions on a student’s safety and wellbeing while in school (2010). Further, students should be educated on the safest and most appropriate way to navigate digital communication, including how to block and report inappropriate messages (Couvillon & Ilieva, 2011).
Effective interventions aimed at educating students on Internet safety, along with ways to address and report cyberbullying, are a vital component of effective school anti-bullying efforts (Couvillon & Ilieva, 2011; Smith et al., 2008; Ybarra, West, & Leaf, 2007; Beale & Hall, 2007). In a systematic review of prevention and intervention efforts that address cyberbullying, Mishna et al., (2011) found significant results between pre and post test scores related to knowledge of Internet safety, although increase in knowledge was not linked to significant changes in risky Internet behavior. The literature reveals a need for effective programming, which not only lead to increases in knowledge about addressing cyberbullying, but also leads to changes in behavior.

**Stop-Block-Tell**

iSafe (iSafe, Inc., 1998, 2009) employs what are referred to in the literature as ‘Stop-Block-Tell’ strategies when educating students on Internet safety (Snakenborg et al., 2011; Kraft & Wang, 2009; Diamanduros et al., 2008; Saini et al., 2007). Stop-Block-Tell describes common effective strategies advocated in cyberbullying prevention research (Lorenz & Laanpere, 2012; Robinson, 2012; Mishna et al., 2011; Hinduja & Patchin, 2011; Feinberg & Robey, 2009). Lorenz and Laanpere (2012) reported on common Internet safety strategies taught to students, in particular the Stop-Block-Tell approach, which encourages students who are experiencing cyberbullying to stop interacting and/or responding to the bully electronically or otherwise; block the bully using site specific blocking mechanisms or software designed to block certain sites and users and; report the cyber bullying activity to a trusted adult, and if necessary an internet/cell phone provider and law enforcement.
Stopbullying.gov is a website maintained by the US Department of Health and Human Services whose aim is to provide empirically-based resources that address bullying, including cyberbullying (www.stopbullying.gov). The website suggests immediate steps to take when cyberbullying occurs, including the Stop-Block-Tell strategies. According to the website, students should not respond or forward the harassing messages and should block the person who is the cyberbully. The website gives guidelines regarding how to report the incident to online service providers, law enforcement and schools. Hinduja and Patchin (2011) suggested that schools develop an anonymous reporting system, as many students may be reluctant to report.

Snakenborg et al. (2011) reviewed commonly used cyberbullying prevention and intervention efforts at community, school and family levels. The authors reported that the most basic steps for addressing cyberbullying include the Stop-Block-Tell strategies. The authors suggest that students should be taught to refrain from continuing to communicate with the cyberbully, as further engagement or retaliation might only exacerbate the situation. While many students report knowing the steps to block particular individuals online, students appear more apprehensive to report such behavior. For this reason, Snakenborg et al., stress that teaching students the skills to block messages is not enough. The authors also encourage schools and parents to create an open and trusting environment that encourages reporting and discussing issues related to cyberbullying (2011). In promoting the Stop-Block-Tell strategies, Feinberg and Robey (2009), from the National Association of School Psychologists, also warn against the possibility of retaliation if the cyberbully victim responds to the harassment, suggesting stopping and blocking all further messages. The authors also
warn that continued communication may make it more difficult for authorities to determine the original instigator of the bullying. Thus students should be taught to report the behavior as soon as it happens (2009).

**School-based Suicide Prevention**

Owens et al., reported that as many as 75% of individuals who committed suicide were not in contact with a mental health professional at the time of their death (2003). Therefore, other individuals (i.e., parents, teachers, peers) who are likely to have more frequent contact with a suicidal individual would benefit from knowledge of the warning signs of suicide, as well as how to help (van Orden et al., 2006).

School-based programming to prevent adolescent suicide has produced mixed results (King, Strunk, & Sorter, 2010; Portzky & Heeringen, 2006; Shaffer & Craft, 1999). Shaffer and Craft (1999) reviewed a number of studies on adolescent suicide prevention efforts. The authors categorized school-based suicide prevention programs into three distinct types: psycho-educational programs aimed at reducing stigma and promoting self-referral; education of others (i.e., parents, teacher and peers) of the warning signs and how to refer a suicidal adolescent for help; and direct screening of students.

*Gatekeeper Communication Model*

The Gatekeeper Communication Model focuses on the recognition of suicide warning signs and referral of those exhibiting these signs to appropriate help (Brown et al., 2007). Gatekeeper programs are increasingly used as a suicide prevention approach in schools and are targeted toward school staff, teachers, and students who
are in a position to observe warning signs and provide assistance to suicidal adolescents (Issac et al., 2009; Wyman et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2007). In a review of studies investigating the efficacy of gatekeeper programs, Isaac et al. (2009) report numerous studies show an increase of knowledge and skills from gatekeeper programs used with youth. In a randomized trial of a gatekeeper program used with high school staff in 32 schools, Wyman et al. (2008) reported significant increases in staff members’ self-evaluated knowledge (Cohen’s $d = 0.41$) and appraisals of efficacy (Cohen’s $d = 1.22$). Quinnet’s (1995) Question-Persuade-Respond program is a standardized community gatekeeper suicide prevention program developed for youth. The QPR program is relatively brief, lasting about an hour, consisting of a lecture, a short introductory video, distribution of booklets and referral cards, along with a question and answer period (Quinnet, 1995). Cross et al. (2011) reported on the effects of the Question-Persuade-Respond program used in conjunction with behavior rehearsal, via role-plays. The authors compared the program plus role-play model to the standard QPR program and found that both conditions produced significant increases in knowledge between pre and post assessment ($F (2, 156) = 17.73, p < .001$), with no main effects difference between conditions. However, the program with role-plays resulted in higher total gatekeeper skill scores after training ($F (1, 127) = 6.25, p < .05$), and at 3-month follow-up ($F (1, 127) = 11.18, p < .001$; Cross et al., 2011).

The key strategies highlighted in relation to suicide in CHOICES are a form of a gatekeeper program (Quinnett, 2011; Brown et al., 2007) and include helping students recognize important warning signs of suicide in peers and coming up with
the names of three trusted adults the students can report their concerns about a peer’s suicidal behavior. Research shows that using a gatekeeper model can be effective, which supports its use in the intervention involved in this study. Furthermore, Cross et al. suggest that programs, which employ active learning strategies, such as the role-plays used in CHOICES, combined with the QPR model, may produce greater knowledge and skill acquisition than treatment using the QPR model alone (2011).

**Applied Theatre in Schools**

CHOICES uses principles of applied theatre, with specific techniques derived from the Theatre of the Oppressed framework. Applied theatre is created to address a specific social issue, with the primary goal being promoting social change (Stuttaford et al., 2006). The use of applied theatre and role-plays has been shown to be a useful approach in the dissemination of knowledge (Cheadle et al., 2013; Robinson & Meyer, 2012; Ponzetti et al., 2009; Marsella, Johnson, & LaBore, 2003). In a study of 2,915 elementary students in 47 schools involved in an applied theatre program, Cheadle et al. (2013) reported significant increases in students’ knowledge related to healthy eating and active living immediately following the intervention, as well as 3 weeks later. Children’s knowledge of four healthful behaviors was measured using a brief survey before and immediately after performances, followed by another survey three weeks later. The authors reported statistically significant increases in knowledge pre/post for individual topics ($p < .01$). The percentage of children who answered correctly all four healthy behavior questions increased from 17% to 63% immediately after the performances ($p < .01$). Knowledge was retained over the short term; the proportion had declined only slightly three weeks later with 54% of students
answering all four questions correctly (Cheadle et al., 2013).

Roberts et al. (2007) evaluated the effects of an applied theatre program, which aimed at educating high school and college students on early psychosis. The program was used with 2500 students in 52 schools and colleges. Significant gains ($p < .0001$) were reported with respect to an increase in self-reported knowledge and understanding of early psychosis (a reduction in the stigma surrounding mental illness, and an improvement in awareness of ways to get help) one week following the intervention, as well as at six-month follow-up (Roberts et al., 2007).

Applied theatre can also effect behavior change (Howard, 2004; Harvey, Stewart, and Swan, 2000). Harvey, Stuart, and Swan (2000) conducted an extensive study involving a randomized community intervention trial in South Africa, with over 1,000 secondary students, using an applied theatre intervention focusing on AIDS awareness and condom-use promotion. The study found that the students’ mean percentage scores on knowledge about HIV and AIDS, increased from 50.0 to 51.8 (statistical significance not reported). In terms of behavioral change, students’ mean percentage scores on self-reported condom use, increased significantly from 38.2 to 55.0 ($p < .01$; Harvey, Stewart, & Swan, 2000). Kisiel et al. (2006) investigated the effects on behavior change in a study of 140 fourth graders in eight classrooms involved in an applied theatre- based youth violence prevention program in Boston schools. The authors reported significant multilevel multivariate effect for teachers’ reports of prosocial behaviors ($F (1,351)=5.23, p = .023$). Follow-up multilevel univariate analyses indicated significant effects for teachers’ report of youth cooperative behaviors ($F (1,111)= 5.06, p = .026$) and self-control ($F (1,111) =4.55, p = $
According to Heyward’s (2010) instructional paper on the use of applied theatre and role-play to assist in student learning, applied theatre and role plays allows students to acquire new knowledge and skills through practice, application, and further enhancement of new information. Role-plays improve students’ understanding and engagement. The use of role-play in schools leads to greater emotional engagement by the students in the subject which further assists learning, as well as more accurate and readily remembered experiences (Heyward, 2010). Heyward also asserts that engaging students through theatre allows for a more educative experience when exploring social issues (2010). Students are provided with opportunities to work through and explore emotionally charged situations in the safe confines of a fictional world that results in little consequences in the real world. Students are then able to practice, refine, and (sometimes) fail during rehearsal, allowing for a deeper understanding of the complexities of the issues and effective strategies for change (Heyward, 2010). This literature suggests that principles of applied theatre can serve as an effective learning modality. The literature also shows support for interventions which use applied theatre as an effective method of disseminating knowledge and promoting behavior change.

**Forum Theatre**

Forum Theatre allows participants to define and explore problems based on their own experience (Boal, 1999). Forum Theatre has been especially useful in addressing a range of issues in the developing world, especially health-related concerns (Stuttaford et al., 2006). Interventions involving Forum Theatre have shown
significant results, particularly in Africa, empowering rural villagers and the urban poor to recognize and address issues relevant to them, including poverty, war, AIDS, and political and social injustice (Nogueira, 2002). Forum Theatre typically involves a group of actors who perform a short play around a community or universal issue, as described to them by members of the audience. The actors then play through the action several times, allowing members of the audience to pause the action and step into the scene as ‘spect-actors’ (Boal, 1979) and take the place as the oppressed protagonist, trying out different solutions to try and change or improve the oppressive situation. The improvised scene continues until the oppression is counteracted, or the solution provided fails, or the scene becomes unrealistic (e.g., the protagonist gains superhero powers). A lead facilitator conducts an ongoing discussion. The facilitator is also able to change the scene or offer alternative suggestions (Burton & O’Toole, 2009).

Although research involving formal evaluations is limited, Forum Theatre has been shown to be a successful technique to use in bullying prevention (Gourd & Gourd, 2011; Burton, 2009; Dennis, 2009; Burton & O’Toole, 2009). In a study of 148 eighth-graders in a Northwest middle school, Gourd and Gourd (2011) evaluated the impact of using Forum Theatre in a social studies classroom setting, in order to address issues of bullying using qualitative data. Results showed that students were able to develop effective strategies to confront bullying and make a commitment to end bullying in their school community following three class sessions of a Forum Theatre intervention (Gourd & Gourd, 2011). In a study of 2,440 middle and high school students, Graves, Frabutt and Vigliano (2007), found decreased levels of
relational bullying after participation in a Forum Theatre bullying intervention. Additionally, there was a decrease in levels of physical bullying in high school students. High school students also reported an increase in levels of effective communication. Middle and high school students demonstrated an increase in knowledge of positive conflict resolution strategies (middle school students: $t (610) = 13.47, p < .001$; high school students: $t (926) = 6.95, p < .001$; Graves, Frabutt & Vigliano, 2007).

The power of applying Forum Theatre lies in the acknowledgement of students as “knowers-experts on their own experience of bullying…able to analyze and understand the complexity of their personal and social interactions” (Gourd & Gourd, 2011, p.404). Based on a review of the literature, Forum Theatre has shown promise as a successful framework for bullying prevention in the schools, and would benefit from further evaluation of programming, such as CHOICES, which employs such techniques.

**Summary and Restatement of Research Questions**

Prior to this study, there had been no formal evaluation of the effectiveness of CHOICES. In formal evaluations, the literature supports measuring fidelity of implementation, in order to accurately interpret the outcomes of a prevention program like CHOICES (Durlak & Dupre, 2008). Although the research on fidelity of implementation of prevention programs is limited, available research report that high levels of implementation are positively correlated with program effectiveness in many school-based prevention programs (Gottfredson & Gottfredson, 2008; Fagen et al.,
However, the research demonstrates that many of these programs are not implemented with high levels of fidelity (Gottfredson & Gottfredson, 2008; Fagen et al., 2008; Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003). In the current study, measures of fidelity levels will help gauge if possible variations in fidelity impact the program’s intended outcomes.

Outcome evaluations systematically document the impact or results of a program or intervention (Wall, 2000; McNamara, 2006; Orsini et al., 2012) and determine the impact of the intervention on its participants. Outcomes can be measured in terms of knowledge and skills acquired, as well as behavior and attitude change (McNamara, 2006). Results are viewed in terms of the relationship between the predetermined goals of the program and what was actually achieved (McNamara, 2006). It is currently unknown if CHOICES effectively achieves its intended effects related to cyberbullying and suicide knowledge, as well as willingness and confidence to apply knowledge; thus, a formal measurement of these outcomes is needed.

According to the literature, cyberbullying and suicide remain significant health problems for children and adolescents (CDC, 2012). Literature that identifies effective strategies and effective prevention programs that address cyberbullying and suicide has only begun to emerge, and what research that does exist has produced mixed results (McCuiston, 2008; Isaac et al., 2011; Quinnett, 2007; Issac et al., 2009; Wyman et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2007). Due to time constraints, schools often provide brief interventions; however, the empirical support for these interventions is limited (Will & Sabo, 2010). Similarly limited is empirical support for applied theatre
interventions Gourd & Gourd, 2011; Burton & O’Toole, 2009; Graves, Frabutt & Vigliano, 2007). CHOICES is a brief applied theatre intervention that seeks to increase student knowledge of effective strategies that address cyberbullying and suicide and positively affect student’s attitudes and behavior towards using these strategies. Anecdotal evidence, including my own background developing and facilitating Theatre of the Oppressed interventions, suggests that brief applied theatre programs can have a lasting emotional impact on its audience. What is not known is whether that impact consistently translates to changes in attitudes, knowledge and behavior. Currently, formal evaluations of interventions with similar designs are scarce; therefore an evaluation of CHOICES will determine its effectiveness and provide valuable information about the feasibility of similar programs.

The present study determined if CHOICES was implemented with high levels of fidelity within and across deliveries. This study also determined if CHOICES produced significant changes in student knowledge, willingness, and confidence related to effective strategies that address cyberbullying and suicide.
CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of
CHOICES, a brief, applied theatre intervention aimed at addressing cyberbullying
and suicide in middle school and high school students.

Research Hypotheses

The following hypotheses were developed in response to the research
questions proposed in Chapter I:

In terms of overall fidelity of implementation:

Hypothesis 1: CHOICES is implemented with overall fidelity at .80
or greater.

In terms of program outcomes:

Hypothesis 2: Student exposure to CHOICES will be associated with gains
in knowledge of effective strategies for addressing cyberbullying when it
occurs.

Hypothesis 3: Student exposure to CHOICES will be associated with gains
in knowledge of the warning signs of suicide in peers.
Hypothesis 4: Student exposure to CHOICES will be associated with gains in knowledge of how to get help for peers if warning signs of suicide are present.

Hypothesis 5: Student exposure to CHOICES will be associated with confidence in their ability to apply knowledge of effective strategies when faced with a scenario involving cyberbullying.

Hypothesis 6: Student exposure to CHOICES will be associated with willingness to apply knowledge of effective strategies when faced with a scenario involving cyberbullying.

Hypothesis 7: Student exposure to CHOICES will be associated with confidence in their ability to apply knowledge of effective strategies when faced with a scenario involving a peer’s suicidal behavior.

Hypothesis 8: Student exposure to CHOICES will be associated with willingness to apply knowledge of effective strategies when faced with a scenario involving a peer’s suicidal behavior.

**Sample and Setting**

The participants involved in this study were a convenience sample from the population of adolescent students enrolled in middle or high school in a large urban school district in a mid-southern state. There are a total of 19 middle and 21 high schools in the district. Three schools participated in the study; 2 middle schools- Schools A (6th grade) and B (8th grade), and one high school- School C (9th grade). A
total of 697 students attended the interventions, across the three schools. Participant
data were collected from students (n = 68, including 21 males and 47 females) who
attended the intervention at these schools (9.75% of the total students in attendance).
Reported ethnicity included 59% Non-Minority and 41 % Minority. At the request of
the school district, students’ ethnicity was not defined further, in order to protect the
confidentiality of the participants. Table 3 provides descriptive data of the
participants.

Table 2

Gender, Ethnicity and Grade Level of students who participated in the pre and post
assessments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>School A (6th grade) (n= 17) %</th>
<th>School B (8th grade) (n= 27) %</th>
<th>School C (9th grade) (n= 24) %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Minority</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of six deliveries of the intervention were observed and data was
collected from participants. I initially requested that all students attending the
intervention participate in the study. However, the teachers at each school reported that collecting data from all of the students would be too time consuming and difficult to organize. Therefore, the teachers from each school chose one class of students, per delivery, to participate in the study. All six deliveries were provided in November of 2013. There was one delivery (A.1) of the intervention at School A, with 360 students in attendance and 17 students participating in the pre and post assessment portion of the study. There were two deliveries of the intervention at School B, delivered on two consecutive days (Deliveries B.1 and B.2), with 130 and 110 students in attendance. Delivery B.1 had 14 student participants and Delivery B.2 had 13 student participants. There were three deliveries at School C, delivered back to back on the same day (Deliveries C.1, C.2, and C.3). Delivery C.1 had 7 students participate in the study, Delivery C.2 had 6 student participants and Delivery C.3 had 11 student participants. Teacher and parental consent for participation in the study, as well as student assent, were obtained through letters sent home by the each school. Student confidentiality was maintained. Teachers created an ID for each student participating, in order to match their pre and post assessments and so that the identity of the participants would be unknown to others and myself. All digital audio recordings of the deliveries were deleted on school grounds on the same day of the delivery, following a review by the two coders observing the delivery.

**Overview of the Intervention**

In 2009, in response to legal responsibilities to provide middle and high school students with cyberbullying and suicide prevention education, the school district approached a local theatre company to create a brief, theatre-based
intervention for middle and high school students, addressing both areas. The theatre company has a strong history of educational outreach programs, whose content empowers participants to actively engage in solution finding around issues that affect them. The theatre company teamed up with the school district to create CHOICES, which allows students to explore issues of cyberbullying and teen suicide by devising possible scenarios and solutions through discussion and role-plays.

**Fidelity of Implementation Measurement (Hypothesis 1)**

The fidelity of implementation was measured by addressing how much (i.e., dosage) of what (i.e., adherence) was delivered in what ways (i.e., quality of implementation) and how it was received (i.e., participant responsiveness) (Dane & Schneider, 1998; Domitrovich & Greenberg, 2000). Contamination from prior exposure to the content was also measured (i.e. program differentiation). In a review of studies assessing fidelity, Mowbray et al. (2008) found that the most common methods for measuring fidelity include ratings by experts based on observations, interviews and/or recorded sessions.

**Observer Implementation Checklist**

An Observer Implementation Checklist was used by trained coders to track and code the fidelity of implementation across six separate audio-recorded deliveries of the intervention. The primary role of the coders was to mark whether or not each of the targeted behaviors was implemented. Eleven items on the checklist required a number count of how many times a certain element was present (i.e. “How many students offered suggestions”). There were five total coders, including myself, with
two coders observing each intervention. I trained the coders so that each target behavior was described, defined, and operationalized as unambiguously as possible. I trained the coders by providing an in-depth description of the intervention, using the checklist as a guide and carefully describing each element in terms of accurate delivery and fidelity. I met with each coder, individually, and operationalized each item on the checklist, so that each coder would know what to assess for.

Each delivery was coded live, by two coders. Audio recordings of the deliveries allowed the coders to assess for inter-rater agreement. Following live coding of the intervention by both coders, the two coders compared checklists, identified discrepancies between ratings, and then used the audio recording to review the areas in the intervention where discrepancies occurred, in order to reach 100% coding agreement.

An implementation checklist (Appendix 2) was used in order to create a fidelity measure with low inference, so that differences between coders’ judgment on identical items were less likely to lead to lower inter-rater reliability than other forms of observation measures such as rating scales and rubrics (Medley, Coker and Soar, 1984). The checklist measured four of the five dimensions described by Dane and Schneider- program adherence, dosage, quality of delivery, and participant responsiveness (1998). Dane and Schneider’s fifth dimension, program differentiation, was measured with items on the teacher and student pre-assessment measure related to student’s prior exposure to cyberbullying and suicide awareness activities and programs.
Program adherence was measured by comparing the essential elements of the intervention to what was actually delivered in each delivery. Adherence was measured by the coders with items such as “Facilitator introduces basic structure of the intervention” and “Facilitator defines cyberbullying.” Following each intervention, the coders asked the facilitators whether the short play imbedded within the intervention was performed according to script, a further measure of adherence, and noted their answers on the checklist. Dosage was measured by the coders with items that address the length (e.g. minutes) of the overall intervention, as well as the length (e.g. minutes) of each section. Quality of implementation was measured with items related to how the coders perceived the effectiveness of the intervention (including the level of accuracy with which the core content was delivered), as well as the facilitator’s apparent overall enthusiasm during the intervention. Quality of implementation items included “Facilitator defines cyberbullying accurately, as ‘repeated and willful acts of harm through the internet or cellphone’” and “Facilitator explains why the strategies are ineffective, accurately.” Participant responsiveness was measured with items related to the level of student participation (i.e. number of active participants, number of total participants). Participant responsiveness was measured with items related to whether or not common implementation problems were encountered (i.e. student misbehavior, lack of student responsiveness) (Ennett et al., 2011; Fagen et al., 2008). Participant responsiveness items included, “Total number of student suggestions offered” and “STOP strategy is suggested by a student.” Coders were also asked to judge the level of attention given by the students as well as provide feedback about any possible issues that may have affected student
responsiveness, such as outside noise distractions and low student/teacher ratio.

*Developing and Piloting the Implementation Measure*

The Observer Implementation Checklist was developed through a number of steps. The first step involved the developers of the intervention identifying the goals (in terms of outcomes) of the intervention, the core content components related to knowledge and skills, and the methods used to delivery these core components. In the second step, I observed two deliveries of the intervention to list the core components and methods of delivery observed in the intervention. During the third step, I reviewed the script of the 20-minute play that is imbedded in the intervention, and identified any core content components present in that particular section.

In order to pilot the fidelity measure, I observed a delivery of CHOICES, and completed the Observer Implementation Checklist during the delivery in order to identify any potential problems with the checklists. I met with the developers (who also facilitate the intervention) to read over the checklist and discuss the operational definitions and descriptors for each item on the measure as well as any questions the facilitators might have.

**Outcome Measures (Hypotheses 2-8)**

Participant self-report data were collected using pre and post assessments in order to determine the outcomes of CHOICES. These measures were developed by the researcher with guidance from several of the original dissertation committee members (see Appendices 4 and 5). Pre and post measures each delivery were
collected after obtaining both school district and University of Louisville IRB approval.

*Pre-assessment measure*

This instrument was administered to participants one school day before the intervention. The measure identified:

1. Prior exposure to cyberbullying and/or suicide awareness information.
2. Prior knowledge of cyberbullying and suicide intervention strategies.  
   (Hypotheses 3 and 5)
3. Prior knowledge of the warning signs of suicide in a peer. (Hypothesis 4)
4. Level of willingness and level of confidence in helping a classmate who is being cyberbullied. (Hypotheses 6 and 8)
5. Level of willingness and level of confidence in helping a classmate who is showing the warning signs of suicide. (Hypotheses 7 and 9)

Items included in this instrument measured prior knowledge of strategies for cyberbullying intervention, prior knowledge of the warning signs of suicide, and the tactic of identifying three trusted adults the students can go to in order to report a peer’s suicidal behavior. Items included in the instrument that measure prior exposure to information were devised using information from the possible cyberbullying and suicide awareness interventions provided to individual schools by the school district.
**Post-assessment measure**

A post-intervention assessment measure was administered to participants two weeks following the delivery of CHOICES. The instrument covered the following areas:

1. Students’ participation in the intervention.
2. Level of the student’s enjoyment of the intervention.
3. Student perception of their knowledge gained from the intervention related to addressing cyberbullying.
4. Student perception of their knowledge gained from the intervention related to addressing suicide.
5. Knowledge of effective cyberbullying and suicide intervention strategies. (Hypotheses 3 and 5)
6. Knowledge of the warning signs of suicide in a peer. (Hypothesis 4)
7. Level of willingness and level of confidence in helping a classmate who is being cyberbullied. (Hypotheses 6 and 8)
8. Level of willingness and level of confidence in helping a classmate who is showing the warning signs of suicide. (Hypotheses 7 and 9)
9. Students’ identification with the cyberbullying victim.

Items included in these measures identifying the student’s knowledge of cyberbullying and suicide prevention strategies were based on the core content identified in the intervention. Although the items on the post-assessment parallel the content of those in the pre assessment, they are different, in terms of wording, than those used in the pre assessment measure, in order to protect against testing effects.
Developing and Piloting the Outcome Measures

I created a pilot measure, which combined items from both the pre and post assessments. Items from the posttest were omitted that duplicated content on the pretest [See Appendix 3 for the Pilot Measure]. An example of duplicate content questions between pre and post is: (Pre) “You emailed a private picture to your boyfriend or girlfriend, and they forwarded it to the entire school. Which of the following would be the BEST strategy to deal with the situation?” and (Post) “An anonymous person posts on Instagram pictures of you in your bathing suit at a friend’s pool party. In the posting, they say really mean things about your body. Which of the following would be the BEST strategy to deal with the situation?”

The measure was piloted with a group of 13 students from grade levels 6-12. I contacted personal friends who are teachers of these grade levels, and asked for their help recruiting students who would be interested in participating. The students who participated in the pilot did not participate in the intervention. Pilot participants were asked to complete the measure and comment on the readability and clarity of the measure’s items. Feedback was provided through written comments that students wrote directly on the measure. I incorporated this feedback into the final drafts of the pre and post assessments used for the evaluation. See Appendices 4 and 5 for the Pre and Post Measures.

Hypothesis 3 was tested using a three-item cyberbullying scale on the pre and posttest measures. The items describe the Stop-Block-Tell strategies defined in the research as effective strategies for addressing cyberbullying (Lorenz and Laanpere,
Hypothesis 4 was tested with a seventeen-item scale measuring warning signs of suicide on the pre and posttest measures, as defined in the literature (Rudd et al., 2006). Students read a list of 17 scenarios and indicated whether they believed the scenario described a warning sign of suicide. Students could indicate “I don’t know” if they were unclear whether the scenario described a warning sign. The warning signs of suicide items were coded 0 for an incorrect response and a 1 for a correct response. The total pre- and post-warning signs scores were determined by summing across the 17 items on each scale. Scores ranged from 0 to 17, with 17 indicating perfect identification of warning signs of suicide.

Hypothesis 5 was tested with one item that asked students to identify the best strategy (out of six options) for intervening if they witnessed a peer is displaying the warning signs of suicide. The answer designated as the best strategy involved reporting a peer’s suicidal behavior to a trusted adult, the strategy modeled after gatekeeper programs, which focus on identifying individuals who are at risk for suicide and referring them for help (Isaac et al., 2009; Wyman et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2007). The suicide strategy item was coded 0 for an incorrect response and a 1 for...
a correct response. A total score of 1 on the pre- or post-scale indicated correct identification of the best strategy to address the presence of warning signs of suicide in a peer.

The pre- and posttest measures also included an item that measured the level of the student’s willingness to help a classmate who is being cyberbullied (Hypothesis 6), as well as an item that measured willingness to help a classmate displaying the warning signs of suicide (Hypothesis 8). Responses were coded 1, 2, 3 or 4 with 4 indicating the highest willingness to help. Two pre and posttest items measured student’s confidence in their ability to help a classmate who is being cyberbullied (Hypothesis 7), as well as confidence in their ability to help a classmate who is exhibiting the warning signs of suicide (Hypothesis 9). Responses were coded 1, 2, 3 or 4 with 4 indicating the highest confidence in their ability to help.

Several design issues led to low reliability of the scales on the outcome measures. Analyses of the reliability of the cyberbullying and warning signs of suicide scales were conducted following collection of the pre and post data. The internal consistency Cronbach’s alpha of the pretest cyberbullying scale score (3 items) was .52 and the posttest reliability was .50, indicating that the scores had low reliability on both versions of the measure. The internal consistency Cronbach’s alpha of the pretest warning signs of suicide scale scores was .63 and the posttest reliability was .67, indicating that the scores had low reliability on both versions of the measure.


**Data Analyses**

**Analyses of fidelity of implementation**

Borelli et al. (2005) suggested defining high fidelity of implementation as .80 or greater proportion adherence to the fidelity checklist across all aspects (adherence, dosage, quality of implementation, participant responsiveness). The data were analyzed to determine if the 80% or more of the entire intervention was implemented as originally intended (Hypothesis 1). Levels of fidelity within each aspect were determined based on the proportion of core content items evident in each delivery. Further analyses also determined the levels of fidelity within each section of the intervention.

**Analyses of outcome data**

Descriptive statistics for the student survey data included means and frequency distributions. Inferential statistical methods used included paired t-test analyses.

Students’ pre and post test scores were analyzed using paired t-tests, to determine if significant positive gains were present in students’ knowledge of cyberbullying strategies, the warning signs of suicide and suicide strategies (Hypotheses 2-4) occurred as a result of the intervention. Students’ pre and post test scores were also analyzed using paired t-tests, to determine if significant positive gains were present in students’ confidence and willingness to intervene in situations involving cyberbullying of a classmate, as well as if a classmate is exhibiting the
warning signs of suicide (Hypotheses 5-8). A Bonferroni correction was used to control for Type I and the alpha level will be .007.
CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Fidelity of Implementation (Hypothesis 1)

Fidelity of implementation data (Hypothesis 1) were gathered from two sources, the Observer Implementation Checklist and the student pretest. Two coders completed Observer Implementation Checklists for each of the six deliveries of the intervention.

Total levels of fidelity within each dimension were determined based on the proportion of core content items evident across each entire delivery of CHOICES. Further analyses also determined the levels of fidelity within each section of the intervention. A fidelity ratio was computed for each section, as well as for the entire delivery (number of observed core content items/total number of core content items). This ratio captured the level at which the intervention, comprising core content items, was delivered as it was initially designed. Table 3 shows the fidelity ratio scores within each section, as well as the total fidelity ratio scores for each of the six deliveries, using data from the fidelity of implementation checklists.
Table 3

Fidelity of Implementation Total Ratio Scores and Within Section Ratio Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery</th>
<th>Total Ratio</th>
<th>Section 1</th>
<th>Section 2</th>
<th>Section 3</th>
<th>Section 4</th>
<th>Section 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.1</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.1</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>0.82*</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.2</td>
<td>0.80*</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.1</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>0.82*</td>
<td>0.87*</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.2</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>0.82*</td>
<td>0.83*</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.3</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td><strong>0.75</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*High fidelity ≥ .80

Across all six deliveries the mean total fidelity ratio was 0.75 (SD=0.05).

Although the total fidelity ratio is moderate, the total fidelity ratio does not meet the .80 threshold of high fidelity suggested by Borelli et al (2008). Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was not supported.

In terms of individual deliveries, Delivery B.2 was the only delivery to meet the .80 threshold. However, it should be noted that the first three sections of the intervention, across all six deliveries, met the threshold of high fidelity. Lowest levels of fidelity were found in Sections 4 and 5.

In addition to measuring fidelity within and across the intervention, the checklist also measured four of the five dimensions described by Dane and Schneider—program adherence, dosage, quality of delivery, and participant...
responsiveness (1998). Every core content item on the checklist fell into one or more of these dimension categories (see the Appendix 2: Observer Implementation Checklist). Dane and Schneider’s fifth dimension, program differentiation, was measured with items on the pretest measure related to student’s prior exposure to cyberbullying and suicide awareness activities and programs. Table 4 shows the program adherence, quality of delivery, and participant responsiveness fidelity ratios (number of observed core content items per dimension/total number of core content items per dimension).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery</th>
<th>Program Adherence</th>
<th>Quality of Delivery</th>
<th>Participant Responsiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.1</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.89*</td>
<td>0.85*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.1</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.92*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.2</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.89*</td>
<td>0.85*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.1</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.92*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.2</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.85*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.3</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.89*</td>
<td>0.85*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*High fidelity ≥ .80
Across all six deliveries, high program adherence fidelity was not achieved. Across all deliveries of the intervention, the facilitator failed to explicitly teach and reinforce the true warning signs of suicide. In Deliveries B.1, B.2, C.1, C.2, and C.3, the facilitator asked the students to list the warning signs of suicide they witnessed in the play, but then failed to reinforce to the students which signs were true warning signs. For example, in several deliveries, students suggested that a warning sign of suicide included Hannah (the character in the play) offering her prized X-Box to her brother. This example is not a warning sign of suicide, based on what is defined in the literature (Rudd et al., 2006). Nevertheless, when this was suggested, the facilitators did not correct the student. However, in these five deliveries, the facilitator did provide the effective suicide strategy of seeking help from a trusted adult.

High fidelity was reached in Deliveries A.1, B.2 and C.3 in the quality of delivery dimension. High fidelity was reached across all deliveries in the participant responsiveness dimension.

The dimensions of dosage and program differentiation can provide valuable information that informs the outcomes of the intervention. The developers of the intervention developed CHOICES to be approximately 90 minutes in length. Dosage was measured by tracking the time spent on each of the six deliveries of the intervention. Table 5 shows the total time in minutes of each delivery, as well as the total time spent on each section of each delivery.
Table 5

Dosage: Total Time Spent in Minutes per Delivery and Time Spent per Section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery</th>
<th>Total Time</th>
<th>Section 1</th>
<th>Section 2</th>
<th>Section 3</th>
<th>Section 4</th>
<th>Section 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.1</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.2</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.2</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.3</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The coders for Delivery A.1 noted that due to the size of the audience (360 students), the role-playing portion of the intervention (Section 4) took much longer (44 minutes) than the time allotted by the developers (20-30 minutes). Due to so much time being spent in Section 4, only four minutes was spent in Section 5. Consequently, nearly all of the content related to the warning signs of suicide was left unaddressed, with one exception: The facilitator did ask the students, “Think of three adults you trust, three people you can go to if you or a friend are thinking of hurting or killing themselves.”

*Program differentiation* was measured with items on student pre assessment measures related to their exposure to cyberbullying and suicide awareness activities and programs before participating in CHOICES. In a survey completed prior to the CHOICES delivery, Teacher 3 from School C reported that she had provided her students with information about cyberbullying within the current school year, in the form of classroom lessons, a video and speakers. Teacher 1 from School A and
Teacher 2 from School B both reported that they had not provided such information. In terms of suicide awareness materials, all three teachers reported that they had provided their students with suicide awareness materials, using a state required curriculum that included a classroom lesson, video and a pamphlet. Out of the 68 student participants, 38 students (55.9%) reported having received written materials about cyberbullying and 54 students (79.4%) reported having received classroom lessons about cyberbullying in the past school year. In terms of suicide awareness, 46 students (67.6%) reported having received written materials and 59 students (86.8%) reported having received classroom lessons in the past school year. Sixteen students (23.5%) reported having seen an interactive play about bullying at some point in their school career. Table 6 provides a description of the percentage of student exposure to cyberbullying and suicide awareness materials, per grade level.

Table 6

Prior exposure to cyberbullying and suicide materials by grade level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Grade 6 (n=17)</th>
<th>Grade 8 (n=27)</th>
<th>Grade 9 (n=24)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyberbullying written materials</td>
<td>35.3%</td>
<td>29.6%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyberbullying classroom lessons</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
<td>70.3%</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide written materials</td>
<td>41.2%</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide classroom lessons</td>
<td>64.7%</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive play about cyberbullying</td>
<td>35.3%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Student Outcomes (Hypotheses 2-8)

Descriptive statistics and paired sample t-tests were conducted to address research hypotheses 2-8. Table 7 shows descriptive statistics and t-test results for Cyberbullying Strategies (Hypothesis 2), Warning Signs of Suicide (Hypothesis 3), and Suicide Strategies (Hypothesis 4).

Table 7

Descriptive Statistics and t-test Results for Knowledge of Cyberbullying Strategies, Warning Signs, and Suicide Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyberbullying</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning Signs</td>
<td>11.44</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examination of means at both time points revealed that student Cyberbullying scores (Hypothesis 2) were high before the intervention, indicating that students had previous knowledge of effective strategies to address cyberbullying as measured by the pretest. Examination of means on the Warning Signs of Suicide scale (Hypothesis 3) also indicated that students recognized many of the warning signs of suicide before being exposed to the intervention. Paired-sample t-tests comparing pre and post scores were not significant for both cyberbullying strategies ($t (67)= 0.88$, $p = 0.38$),
and the warning signs of suicide \((t(67)= 1.87, p = 0.07)\). Therefore, Hypotheses 2 and 3 were not supported.

Examination of the Suicide Strategy scores (Hypothesis 4) demonstrated that the means remained unchanged from pretest to posttest and the paired samples t-test comparing the pre and post Suicide Strategy scores were not significant \((t(67)=0.00, p = 1.0)\). Therefore, Hypothesis 4 was not supported.

Table 8 shows descriptive statistics and t-test results for Confidence in Addressing Cyberbullying (Hypothesis 5), Willingness to Address Cyberbullying (Hypothesis 6), Confidence in Addressing Suicide (Hypothesis 7), and Willingness to Address Suicide (Hypothesis 8).

### Table 8

*Descriptive Statistics and t-test Results for Confidence in Addressing Cyberbullying, Willingness to Address Cyberbullying, Confidence in Addressing Suicide, and Willingness to Address Suicide*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
<th>(n)</th>
<th>(p)-value</th>
<th>(t)-value</th>
<th>df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>(SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber Confidence</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide Confidence</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide Willingness</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-1.98</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examination of means at both time points revealed that Cyber and Suicide Confidence scores (Hypotheses 5 and 7) were high before the intervention. Paired sample t-tests comparing the pre and post Confidence scores on both cyberbullying strategies \((t (67) = 0.80, p = 0.43)\), and the warning signs of suicide \((t (67) = 0.26, p = 0.80)\), were not significant. Therefore, Hypotheses 5 and 7 were not supported.

Examination of means at both time points revealed that Cyber and Suicide Willingness scores (Hypotheses 6 and 8) were high before the intervention. A paired-sample t-test comparing the pre and post student Willingness scores on the cyberbullying strategies \((t (67) = -0.96, p = 0.34)\) were not significant. A paired-sample t-test comparing the pre and post student Willingness scores on the warning signs of suicide \((t (67) = -1.98, p = 0.05)\) was also not statistically significant. Therefore, Hypotheses 6 and 8 were not supported.
CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

Summary of Findings

In the present study, the effectiveness of CHOICES, a brief, applied-theatre intervention that addresses cyberbullying and suicide was evaluated. Investigation of the fidelity of implementation revealed that CHOICES was not implemented with high levels of fidelity. The analyses of the outcomes found no significant changes in student knowledge of effective strategies that address cyberbullying and suicide. No significant change was found in student confidence or willingness to intervene on behalf of a peer in a cyberbullying situation. No significant change was found in student confidence or willingness to intervene on behalf of a peer exhibiting the warning signs of suicide. Along with the lack of significant findings, it is difficult to draw conclusions about the effects of CHOICES because of issues of fidelity and instrumentation. Following is a discussion of these findings, including supportive data and theory, limitations and implications of the study, and recommendations for future research.

Fidelity of Implementation

As indicated in the review of the literature, research on fidelity of implementation and the implications for high and low levels of fidelity are still
emerging. Fidelity checks can guide evaluators to identify areas of interventions that are not being implemented as originally intended. In many school-based prevention programs, high levels of fidelity are positively correlated with program effectiveness (Gottfredson & Gottfredson, 2008; Fagen et al., 2008; Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Dusenbury et al., 2003; Dane & Schneider, 1998). However, even the most empirically sound interventions will lack effectiveness if delivered with poor fidelity. It remains to be seen whether improving fidelity in CHOICES would improve program effectiveness.

The dimensions of adherence and dosage particularly impacted the total fidelity of implementation across the deliveries. Results of the fidelity check showed that program adherence had the lowest total fidelity ratios across all deliveries (.64-.77). This demonstrated that facilitators did not deliver, to a high degree, the intervention as it was intended. For example, it is possible that CHOICES produced no significant changes in knowledge of the suicide warning signs because clear explanation of empirically-supported signs of suicide did not occur. The fidelity check revealed that across all deliveries of the intervention, the facilitator failed to explicitly teach and reinforce the warning signs of suicide. This failure of implementation could call into question any change in students’ learning of this content being attributed to CHOICES.

As previously reported, Section 5 (including the suicide content) was most susceptible to the effects of dosage. Dosage can impact outcomes because less time spent teaching content will result in less learning. Teacher 1 from School A addressed this issue on a survey she completed following the intervention, “The play was great!”
Needs to be longer than 1 hour. Possibly have some audience participation, but that part took up a lot of time. The suicide part is an issue I wish we had gotten to address. Possibly have a time limit that allows for a certain amount of time for each portion of the play and discussion afterwards.” Time constraints affect the facilitator’s ability to deliver the intervention with high levels of adherence and quality. Similarly, participant’s response levels are sacrificed when time is limited.

CHOICES was designed to encourage interaction between the facilitators and the students, through brainstorming and role-plays. When time constraints limited these interactions, it was difficult measure the impact of this design element. Similarly, when the facilitators ran out of time the core content provided in Section 5 was sacrificed, and thus learning could not occur. Thus, the program as designed on paper is not what was delivered, so there cannot be an expectation that any change can be due to intervention.

Results involving program differentiation also impacted the lack of significant findings in this study. In addition to CHOICES, cyberbullying interventions provided to the students in the district include iSafe, NetSmartz, iKeepSafe, and CyberSmart. The primary suicide awareness information provided to the middle and high schools is an information brochure. The high percentage of students who were previously exposed to cyberbullying and suicide awareness materials probably accounts for the high pre-test scores in these areas. CHOICES use of applied theatre interventions could allow opportunities for students to put their previously acquired knowledge into practice through role-plays. The evaluation revealed that students were not provided with adequate time to do this.
Measurement of fidelity of implementation is necessary in order to accurately interpret the outcomes of a program (O’Donnel, 2008; Dusenbury, et al., 2003). Measuring the fidelity of a theatre-based program, which is inherently adaptable and changing in form, allowed for a unique challenge and provided valuable information about how to evaluate programs that are fluid and flexible in nature, yet still have concrete learning objectives. Understanding where facilitators made adaptations, along with the appropriateness and reasons behind the changes, can help developers and facilitators make more informed decisions, prior to and during the intervention, to insure higher levels of fidelity and avoid the possible repercussions of low levels.

**Outcomes**

The majority of states have legislation to address both cyberbullying and suicide in schools (Stanton, S., 2012; Snakenbourg, et al., 2011). The schools involved in this study were already addressing this mandate prior to the delivery of CHOICES. The schools involved in this study provide cyberbullying curriculum to their students that include the Stop-Block-Tell strategies. Mishna et al. (2011) found evidence that some Internet safety programs using the Stop-Block-Tell approach reported significant increases in students’ knowledge of Internet safety. The suicide awareness materials provided by the state (which the majority of the participants reported having received prior to the intervention) employed the Gatekeeper model by providing a list of the warning signs of suicide, as well as providing a help-seeking strategy. Gatekeeper programs are increasingly used as the suicide prevention approach in schools (Issac, et al., 2009; Brown, et al., 2007) and have been shown to positively increase self-evaluated knowledge, as well as perceived willingness and
confidence in participants’ ability to intervene in situations involving suicidal students (Wyman, et al., 2008). In the current study, in addition to knowledge, students reported confidence and willingness to intervene in situations involving cyberbullying and the warning signs of suicide, both before and after the intervention. This suggests that students are benefitting from the cyberbullying and suicide content provided to them prior to CHOICES. No significant gains in knowledge, confidence, or willingness were found after participation in CHOICES.

In addition to issues of fidelity of implementation, along with prior exposure to the core content, the conclusions about the effects of CHOICES cannot be determined due to issues with poor instrumentation. It is probable that the instruments did not reliably measure the intended outcomes of the intervention. The reliability of the pre and post measures were low and would have benefitted from a more rigorous piloting process. High pretest scores may have been attributed to students’ prior knowledge, willingness and confidence. In addition, the pre- and post-test items related to students’ perceived confidence and willingness were possibly too general in nature to adequately capture students’ attitudes.

It is also possible that pre-assessment results were inflated as a result of an overestimation of the participants’ willingness and confidence to intervene in suicide and cyberbullying situations. Upon involvement in the intervention, participants may have discovered that their understanding of the constructs shifted. Use of a retrospective pre-test would possibly control for this response-shift bias (Pratt, McGuigan, and Katzev, 2001).
Implications for Future Direction

Programming

A comprehensive approach to addressing cyberbullying at the school-level is the most recommended approach found in cyberbullying prevention literature (Couvillon & Ilieva, 2011; Beale & Hall, 2010; Kowalski et al., 2008). This is in line with the research on effective prevention programming strategies for youth at risk, recommending a comprehensive approach, which targets not only the youth themselves, but the community, school and families of the youth (Nation et al., 2003; Hawkins & Catalano, 1992). Comprehensive programs address risk factors across multiple domains (e.g. family, school, community), which “influence the development and perpetuation of the behaviors to be prevented” (Nation et al., 2003, p. 452). In their review of cyberbullying prevention programs, Couvillon and Ilieva (2011) found that, when compared to other less inclusive forms of programing, comprehensive programs that involve multiple participants (i.e., administrators, teachers, students, and parents) using a variety of resources, such as school-wide surveys, in-class curricula, and professional development were most effective, as they involve all the stakeholders concerned with the safety and well-being of students, and most effectively send a message that cyberbullying is unacceptable. Kowalski, Limber, and Agastan (2008) suggest that comprehensive prevention efforts should begin with a school-wide assessment of cyberbullying amongst the school population, in order to capture the scope of the problem within the school. Additionally, researchers suggest that teachers and administrators should receive ongoing professional development regarding cyberbullying, including associated risk factors
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and repercussions, as well as prevention and intervention measures (Couvillon & Ilieva, 2011; Beale & Hall, 2010; Kowalski et al., 2008).

Despite pressures of time and money, if schools want to invest in programming and curriculum that is cost-effective and impacts learning and behavioral change, they should seek programming that is more comprehensive, delivered repeatedly across time, and uses a variety of methods. The theatre company that developed CHOICES would likely benefit by directing their program development efforts toward interventions that enhance students’ previous knowledge through active skill development, such as role-play and other forms of applied theatre. In an effort to intervene with multiple systems, a future adaptation of the intervention could engage students with teachers and parents in role-plays of the cyberbullying and suicide strategies, which could help promote positive relationships, and increase help-seeking behaviors. Additionally, the facilitators could return to provide follow-up booster sessions that allow for further practice of the skills developed in the intervention.

In order to insure the program is more appropriately timed, the intervention might be more effective if adapted for a younger audience. Considering both the middle and high school student participants reported having prior exposure to cyberbullying and suicide awareness materials, future adaptations of the intervention could involve older students facilitating the intervention in order to make it more effective for younger audiences. Perhaps the current alternative version of the intervention, which employs student actors from the same school district, would be a viable option.
**Improved Fidelity**

Of the six deliveries, no two deliveries were the same, as evidenced by the variability of implementation, particularly in terms of adherence and dosage. Although there cannot be definitive conclusions drawn about the impact of varying levels of fidelity on the outcomes of CHOICES, the measures of fidelity can still be used to guide practical change. The evaluation of implementation highlights areas of the intervention that can be changed to allow for higher adherence in future deliveries. Similarly, the specific identification of the essential content and design elements provides valuable information to the facilitators to help them make more informed choices when adaptations to the interventions are necessary (i.e. due to time restraints; Foster, 2011; Dane & Schneider, Dusenbury et al., 2003; Mowbray, 2003).

Research remains scarce (Dusenbury et al., 2003) on fidelity of implementation that includes evaluating a program across all five dimensions, as proposed by Dane and Schneider (1998). This study suggests that continued investigation of fidelity of implementation in prevention programs is warranted. Considered with the characteristics described by Nation et al. (2003), attention to fidelity of implementation will help the developers gain a greater understanding of the content and design elements that are critical to delivering effective programming.

**Limitations**

*Outcome Measures*

As previously discussed, the reliability of the measures makes it difficult to draw conclusions about the effects of CHOICES on student outcomes related to
knowledge, confidence, and willingness, which is a limitation of this study. In addition, social desirability (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960) may have been a threat to the reliability and validity of these self-report measures, as participants may have been motivated to answer in ways that would promote a positive self-image as ready and willing to intervene on behalf of a friend.

If this study were to be replicated, additional information needs to be obtained in a pilot study before full implementation of the evaluation. Piloting would be helpful to determine if different grade levels require different measures, as well as if the reading levels need to be adjusted. Piloting would also determine whether measures are equivalent pre and post, whether reliable scales can be created, and would determine if the factor structure is there and consistent across grade levels.

*Observer Implementation Checklist*

Critical content items on the Observer Implementation Checklist were not weighted in the calculation of the fidelity ratios, which creates another measurement issue. For example, in terms of adherence, whether the facilitator introduced the theatre company was given just as much weight (1 point) as whether the warning signs of suicide were discussed (also 1 point). This is an obvious limitation of the measure and must be considered when interpreting the data. Future versions of the Observer Implementation Checklist should include weighted critical content items. Available research on fidelity of implementation does not give a clear answer as to how to consider or weight certain key elements over other less essential elements (Dusenbury et al., 2003; Dane & Schneider, 1998). In future evaluations, weighting certain items, specifically adherence items linked to the critical content of the
intervention, would likely change the fidelity ratios and provide a more accurate
depiction of fidelity of implementation.

Sample Limitations

Data collection for this study was restricted to a one-month period in the fall of 2013. Due to diminishing numbers of deliveries, as well as concern that collecting data across multiple school years would affect the validity of the study, only six deliveries were included in the evaluation. Ideally, I would have collected data from more deliveries, allowing for a greater sample size, as well as providing a broader snapshot of the fidelity of implementation. The sample was a convenience sample from three schools (two middle and one high school) from a large urban school district in a mid-southern state, with a total of 68 students participating in the pre and post assessments. The small response percentage of students (9.75%) who participated in the pre and post assessment makes it difficult to draw conclusions about the effects of the intervention on the larger group of students who participated in the intervention. The small sample size also made it impossible to examine between group differences because of the decreased sample size at each level. Although the sample size does not affect the analyses of the fidelity of implementation of the deliveries, small sample size, low response rate, restricted demographics, and lack of random assignment do not allow for generalizability.

The present study included both middle and high school deliveries. Evaluating these two age groups together confounds the results of the study, because the interventions existed in different places for different amounts of time with students of
different cognitive complexity. All three high school deliveries were given on the same day, at the same school, in the same grade, making it difficult to generalize the findings to a broader high school population. Similarly, this study was limited in that only two middle schools participated (3 deliveries total), making it difficult to generalize the findings to that population.

**Recommendations for Future Research**

Given the results, as well as the limitations of this study, several recommendations for future research emerged. Time and budgetary constraints will continue to support the use of brief, one-shot interventions in schools, despite the strong evidence that more comprehensive programs delivered over time, across settings are more effective (Nation, et al, 2003). Future research should investigate the effectiveness of brief interventions imbedded within comprehensive programs, rather than as a stand-alone approach. Schools will continue to be enticed by interventions that are interactive and enjoyable for students, such as theatre and other arts-based interventions. Therefore, further research on effective arts-based programs would be an important contribution to the literature.

Research on fidelity of implementation is in its infancy. Future research that not only addresses the impact of fidelity on outcomes, but also investigates the impact and relative strength of the five dimensions of fidelity, would help inform the field of comprehensive program evaluation. Future research should look more closely at how to identify “critical components” of an intervention to allow for the development of fidelity measures that more accurately assess implementation.
Students’ reports of knowledge, willingness, and confidence to intervene do not necessarily predict behavioral change (Portzky & Heeringen, 2006; Katz, et al, 2013). Future research might look at the long-term effects on behaviors. Longitudinal data collection, for example a 6-month follow-up, would allow the evaluation of whether students were able to put theory into practice. Research on cyberbullying and effective intervention and prevention is nascent (Hinduja & Patchin, 2013). As technology changes rapidly, it is a challenge for researchers and interventionists to stay ahead of the curve in providing effective programming for youth that is salient and accurate. Future research on effective cyberbullying prevention that remains socioculturally relevant would address this challenge.

Research that investigates the relationship between cyberbullying and suicide in youth is also scarce (Hinduja & Patchin, 2009) and there is little evidence of how cyberbullying prevention and suicide prevention can be used in tandem (Baumann, et al., 2013). Further research in these areas would allow for more effective development of evidenced-based prevention programs, including possible future adaptations of CHOICES. Also, future research that identifies the underlying mechanisms that support cultures of bullying can help inform future iterations of the intervention, by identifying effective ways to prevent cyberbullying before it occurs, rather than intervene afterwards.

Conclusion

Cyberbullying and suicide remain critical issues facing adolescents and their communities. Although the outcomes of CHOICES produced non-significant results,
the study did provide evidence that students are gaining knowledge on effective strategies to address both cyberbullying and suicide, through curricula and materials provided to them. Although students may have the knowledge to address these issues, what remains to be seen is if this knowledge is leading to lasting changes in their behavior. Applied theatre interventions which focus on active skill development may help students put knowledge into action. Comprehensive approaches that involve active participation of youth, schools, families, and communities, provided repeatedly over time, will likely prove most effective.
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Appendix 1

CHOICES play script

Choices
SC 1--Like To Be Me Intro

SCENE 1

Hannah is pouring coffee for her mom. Mom walks in sleepily.

Mom
Good morning sweetie.

Hannah hands coffee to Mom

Hannah
Morning Mom! Here’s your coffee

Mom
Thank you, Hannah

Mom sits with coffee. Hannah pours herself a cup and begins putting LOTS of sugar in it

Mom
You’re having coffee?

Hannah
You said I could start to have coffee. I’m fifteen and you said that...

Mom
I know. I know. You’re just growing up fast. (Sternly) That is a lot of sugar.

Hannah puts spoon down and closes sugar. Goes to the fridge to get milk.

Mom
Did you sleep all right?

Hannah
No. I was up late chatting. (Sarcastically) Can I have some milk in it?

Mom
Yeees. Milk does the body good. May I ask who you were on the phone until the wee hours?

Hannah pours milk in coffee and puts milk back in fridge.

Hannah
Not the phone Mom, chatting online

Mom
Ooohh. With whom?

Hannah
Just Abby...

Mom
Uh huh.

Hannah
and some friends

Mom
You have field hockey tonight right?

Hannah goes and sits down at the table

Hannah
Uh huh.

Mom
Would you like me to pick you up?

Hannah
Abby was going to drive me home.

The following dialogue is overlapping and quick.

Mom
How long has she had her license?

Hannah
Just like a month but she had her permit for like six months and...

Mom
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Alright.

**Hannah**
...she practiced driving with her parents like every day.

**Mom**
Alright! Are you going to be home around five?

**Hannah**
We wanted to know if we could stop by the Starbucks to hang out...

**Mom**
You spend a lot of time at that coffee shop.

**Hannah**
Well, there’s this cute guy...

**Mom**
I thought as much

**Hannah**
Who works there...

**Mom**
He works there? How old is he?

**Hannah**
Just seventeen.

*Mom gets up from chair and goes over to kiss Hannah.*

**Mom**
All right. Tell Abby I said good morning.

**Hannah**
Ok.

**Mom**
Have a good one!

**Hannah**
Thanks mom! Love you!

*Mom exits. Hannah sips her coffee*
Love you!

SC 2--"Just Dance"

SCENE 2

Abby changes into hoodie. Hannah sets up car and peels away to enter. Abby sits in driver's seat. Abby is picking Hannah up for school. She unlocks door for Hannah as she approaches the car.

Abby
Hey girl!

Hannah
Hey!

Hannah gets in car and put on seat belt

Abby
You look really cute!

Hannah
Really?

Abby
Most definitely!

Hannah
Mom said we could go to Starbucks.

Abby
Yes! He is so gonna be checking you out!

Hannah pulls down visor to check her hair in mirror

Hannah
I hope so.

Abby
If he isn't, he is not worth your time. You're a dime!

Their favorite song comes on the radio. They sing along.
**SCENE 3**

*Abby changes into teacher, Hannah moves the SR car chair DS into classroom position.*

*Hannah is in class. She is working at her desk. The teacher is standing in the back of the room*

**Teacher**

Alright, class. As you work on this assignment, I’m going to be handing out last week’s essays.

*Teacher mimes passing papers back to students in the room*

**Teacher**

Nice job, Abby

*Teacher comes to Hannah*

**Teacher**

I’m really impressed with this work Hannah.

**Hannah**

Thanks

**Teacher**

Have you thought of taking some AP classes next year?

**Hannah**

Maybe.

**Teacher**

I think you should. You’ve really got a brain for it.

**Hannah**

Thanks.

*Teacher moves on. Hannah looks at Abby and smiles.*

*Teacher changes back into Abby, Hannah moves her class chair back into car position.*

**SC 3-”Just Wanted to See You So Bad”**

---

**SCENE 4**
It is after school. Abby and Hannah enter, put their bags in the back seat and get in Abby’s car.

Abby
Are you ready to go see your man candy?

Hannah
I guess so. Do I look okay?

Abby
You look awesome! He was so flirting with you at lunch today.

Hannah pulls down visor and checks her hair and makeup.

Hannah
Really? I thought maybe he was just being nice.

Abby
Oh no, that was flirting. You know how I know? You know Kelsey?

Hannah
Kelsey his ex?

Abby
Yah. She did not look happy when he was joking with you.

Hannah puts visor back up.

Hannah
Well if she’s jealous she doesn’t have much right to be. I mean, they broke up, like what, four month ago?

Abby
Right!

Hannah
And she broke up with him.

Abby
Right. And when you were leaving, he was totally checking you out. And not in a gross way.

Hannah is excited. They laugh. Hannah receives a text message.

Abby
Is that him?
Hannah
I hope not.

Hannah shows text to Abby.

Abby
Oh my God! You are most definitely not a slut. Do you think that's from Kelsey?

Hannah
I don't know the number. Maybe it's just a prank or wrong number.

Abby
Right. Well, whoever it is, is totally immature so just ignore it. You're going to go flirt with Evan. Ignore it. Drop it.

Hannah
Yeah, I'm so not a slut anyway.

Abby
Not a slut.

SC 4--Destiny's Darling

SCENE 5

Abby changes into Mom. Hannah moves her car chair into kitchen position, then crosses US to the kitchen door. Mom is chopping veggies at the kitchen counter. Hannah comes home and gets a soda from the fridge.

Hannah
Hey mom. I'm home.

Mom
Hey sweetie. How was coffee?

Hannah laughs

Hannah
Good. I'm going to go work on some homework.

Mom
All right. Dinner will be ready in half an hour.

Hannah
Okay.

Hannah goes up stairs to her room and sits down at her computer. There is a bing of an instant message. The voice of the bully is heard.

Cyberbully
U better watch ur back u little ho!!

Hannah types

Hannah
Who is this? Is this Kelsey?

Cyberbully
Who’s Kelsey? I’m ur worst nightmare!!

SC 5- Radiohead-Amnesiac, Disc 1, Push Pull Revolving Doors

SCENE 6

Scene begins with sound and projection montage of texts, emails, IM’s, etc. that increase in numbers, Hannah moves through montage showing different times and places. These messages are not read out loud by the Bully.

Mom changes to teacher, moves SR chair into class position, then goes to write on board. Hannah is seated in the classroom. She pulls phone out of her pocket and looks at it when text message chime goes off

Text Message
u think u know all the answers in class, but I know wht ur really like u little slut!

Teacher exits SR. Hannah is at her locker

Text Message
Hannah is a big fat pig

Hannah is in her room at her computer

IM
Idk y u even try to look cute??

IM
idk y any1 wld go out w/ a fatso like u???
IM
must be cuz they know u’ll bang em!!!!

Teacher becomes Abby and sets chair as car. Hannah puts on her hoodie, and crosses to the car. Hannah is in the car with Abby. When she gets the message Abby tries to look at it. Hannah pulls phone away.

Text Message
No 1 wants 2 hang out w/ such a skanky hoe like u.

Abby exits SR. Hannah is on her bed. After the second message she goes to her computer

IM
ur an F...ing whore!!

IM
I’m sure u have every STD in the book.

IM
No guy in his rite mind wld touch u w/ a 10 ft pole!!!

Hannah zips up her hoodie as she crosses to the car. Hannah is in the car with Abby. Hannah is looking out the window ignoring Abby. Abby looks concerned and confused.

Montage ends with her coming home having skipped field hockey. Mom is sitting at kitchen table and is surprised to see Hannah home.

Mom
Hannah?

the door slams

Mom
I thought you had field hockey?

Hannah
I’m not going today.
Mom
Are you okay?

Hannah
(Angry not wanting to talk about it)
I just don’t feel like going!

Mom
(concerned)
Do you feel alright?

Hannah
I’m fine. I’m gonna go work on my homework.

Mom removes scarf, exits SR to become bully. Hannah exits to her room. She sits on her bed. She hears several IM’s bing in. She tries to ignore them.

Bully/IM
2 busy screwin the football tm 2 go 2 field hocky practice???

Bully/IM
b careful, skippin practice will only make u fatter!!

Bully/IM
Who wld wnt 2 date a fat skanky ho like u?

Finally Hannah goes over to the computer and responds to the IMs

Hannah
Leave me the F alone!

Bully/IM
I’ll never leave u alone.

Hannah
Why r u doing this?

Bully/IM
cuz I wnt the WHOLE world 2 know ur a FILTHY DIRTY HO BAG!!

Hannah
Who do u think u r u f...ing bitch?
Bully becomes Mom, enters

Mom
Hannah are you on the myspace again? I thought you were doing homework? (seeing what’s in the computer screen) Did you just send that?

Hannah
Yes

Mom
Hannah, that is not the way I raised you to speak to your friends.

Hannah
Well, you should see what they’re saying. And they're not my friends.

Mom
Well, that makes no difference. You need to be the bigger person here. No matter what other people say to you, you are responsible for your own actions. And that is not appropriate.

Hannah
But they were...

Mom
You're going to have to learn to ignore them Hannah. Log off and shut down.

Hannah
Fine

Mom leaves. Hannah looks over her shoulder to see if mom is gone. She goes back to IM.

Hannah
y r u doing this? I'm not a slut!

Bully/IM
u say ur not a slut? Let's let the school decide. www.is_hannah_a_ho.com

Voting site comes up.

Bully
Is Hannah a slut? You decide

Rate Hannah 1-10. One - Not Slutty. 10 - a big fat ho
10
10
97
Share Hannah’s Sluttinees on You Tube, Facebook, Twitter, and Myspace

Hannah looks horrified at the screen.

SC 6 - Nomads

SCENE 7

Bully becomes Abby, sets car chairs. Abby is in the car in front of Hannah’s house.
Enter enters and gets in the car.

Abby
Hey Girl!

Hannah
Hey

Abby
What’s up? Are you okay?

Hannah
You mean you don’t know?

Abby
Know what?

Hannah
Nothing, nothing, just forget about it

Abby
Okaaay. Listen, I called you like three times last night. And you didn’t call me back? What’s up with that?

Hannah
I know. I’m sorry. I meant too. I was just... I was just really busy.
(Teasing her)
Yeah, the busy life of a sex kitten!

I’m not a sex kitten.

I know. It was a joke.

Well. It’s not funny.

What is going on Hannah? You have been weird for days. You’ve been, forgive me, but bitchy for like a week. What’s going on?

I just... I had a really hard night, okay. I just... My mom and I had a fight about the computer

Oh my God. I totally get that. My mother drives me crazy. But listen, I’ve known you for a long time. You can talk to me okay. So what happened?

It’s just that...

Pause while Hannah decided if she should tell her

(Confused and starting to get pissed)
What does that mean?

Nothing. Abby, I don’t want to talk about it!
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(Angry)
Whatever!

**SC 7-Which Will? IF we need anything**

**SCENE 8**

*Abby becomes teacher. Later that day at school, Hannah is at her locker. Her teacher walks by. Hannah looks nervous when she sees her.*

**Teacher**
Hannah? I'm glad I ran into you. I was surprised you didn't turn in your essay yesterday. I've never known you to not turn something in.

**Hannah**
I know. I'm sorry. Um. I'll... I'll give it to you on Monday, okay.

**Teacher**
Is everything okay Hannah?

**Hannah**
Yea. Umm. I just have a lot going on right now. I'm just really tired. I'm fine.

**Teacher**
Okay. Well I'm be looking for your essay on Monday.

**SC 8-Freedom--cutting off after "sadness finds its way into me"**

**SCENE 9**

*Teacher becomes Sam and stands US. Hannah is in her bedroom. Listening to her ipod. She hears her cell phone vibrate and she tenses up. When she sees it is her brother she is relieved and answers the phone. Sam moves SR chair DS and out as he crosses into the scene.*

**Hannah**
Hey. I'm glad you called

**Brother**
Really? Cuz I've been trying to get a hold of you sis, but your phone goes strait to voicemail.

**Hannah**
I know. I'm sorry. There's just been a lot going on. I've had my phone on silent. But I am really glad you called, I've been meaning to call you back. Umm I was
thinking... I know how you love my Guitar Hero and like you always play it when you're in town. So I wanted you to have it. I was gonna send it to you.

**Brother**
No way! Your guitar hero? You play that all the time.

**Hannah**
I just wanted you to have it.

**Brother**
Dude, you sound like a zombie. Is something going on?

**Hannah**
No. Well... just some kids at school are being jerks.

**Brother**
Yeah. That happens. You know when you get to college it's a totally different story. Only three more years, right?

**Hannah**
Yeah

**Brother**
If you were my little brother I would say beat 'em up but. You're my little sister so I guess just ignore them or what ever you do. Ya know. Sticks and stones and all that.

**Hannah**
Sure. Right. Ignore 'em. Stick and stones. Listen, I gotta go. I have an essay to write. So you want me to send you Guitar Hero? *(pause)* Sam, you're a great big brother. I love you.

**Brother**
Yeah! Love you too Hannah bear.

*Sam exits, resets his chair in the kitchen, becomes bully. There is an IM bing on Hannah's computer. Hannah looks at computer terrified. She hesitates and then goes over to the computer. She sees this IM come up.*

**Bully/IM**
Check out ur new facebook page Hannah. Now everyone will know the truth about you.

*Hannah clicks on link. Facebook page comes up. Bully reads facebook page.*
SC 9-Carry Me intro

SCENE 10

Bully becomes Abby, crosses DS. The next day at school, Hannah is surprised to see Abby at her locker. She goes up to her.

Hannah
Hey Abby, I thought you were sick. Why didn't you pick me up for school today? Is everything okay.

Abby
Why would I pick you up for school?

Hannah
Because that’s what we have been doing every day for the last few weeks.

overlapping

Abby
After the things you said about me last night...

Hannah
Last night?...

Abby
...Why would I pick you up?

Hannah
...I didn't talk to anyone last night. Believe me.

Abby
Did you think I wasn’t going to find out Hannah? Your little message to your new friend about how fat I am. About how ugly I am. About how you can't get with guys when you're with me. I heard about your NEW facebook page Hannah. I didn’t even know you had a new page. You didn't even friend me.

Hannah
That page isn’t...

Abby
Whatever, Hannah.

Hannah
Who sent you that message?

**Abby**

They wouldn’t say because they were afraid you would turn your bitchiness on them. But they’re a better friend than you because they thought I ought to know the truth.

**Hannah**

You think I’m a bitch! I thought you were my best friend.

**Abby**

Do you think I can trust anything you say? I thought you were my best friend Hannah.

**Hannah**

I am.

**Abby**

Whatever. This friendship is over.

*Abby storms off.*

**Hannah**

Abby please...wait!

**SC 10--Radiohead "Packt Like Sardines"**

**SCENE 11**

_Hannah walks home. As she walks home the bully faces her, and follows her around the stage, saying the following lines, and setting the SL chair CS in front of the projector._

**Bully**

You’re a slut.

No one want to hang out w/ a skanky ho like you.

No guy in his right mind would touch you with a 10 foot pole.

You better watch you back.

_When she arrives home, Hannah goes into medicine cabinet and gets bottle of pills. She brings into kitchen and stands behind the chair USC with the bottle of pills in her hand. Other actor comes behind her moving around her in a semicircle_
as she becomes each character. She has a pose that goes with each character as she says the following lines. These characters are the in Hannah’s head.

Teacher
I’ll be looking for your essay on Monday.

Hannah sits

Hannah
I'm probably just going to fail out of school anyway.

Sam
Sticks and Stones, right?

Hannah
Why can't I just ignore it?

Mom
This isn’t the way I raised you to speak to your friends

Hannah
Maybe I am a bitch!

Abby
This friendship is over!

Hannah
My best friend hates me.

As the bully, other actor comes behind Hannah and mimes pushing down on her hands elbows up.

Bully
This world would be better off without you.

Hannah and Bully say the following lines simultaneously.
Hannah has her hands up under Bully's

Bully
Maybe you should just put yourself out of your misery.

Hannah
Maybe I should just put myself out of my misery
Bully exits, becomes Mom. Her mom comes home. Hannah puts pills in her pocket. Crosses to other chair and sits when Mom comes in.

Mom
Hi sweety. Why are you sitting her in the dark?

Hannah
I...um... just got home. I um...

Mom
Is everything okay?

Hannah
Umm yea. I um have a lot of homework to do so I'm going to, um, go upstairs.

Mom
Okay. Dinner in half and hour. Mom starts to fix dinner with her back to Hannah.

Hannah
Yah. Starts to go up stairs
Mom...I love you...Thanks for everything...um goodbye.

Mom
(confused)
Okay. I love you too. I’ll see you in half and hour.

Hannah
Yah.

SC 11-Waltz Across TX Tonight

Hannah goes upstairs and sits down at her computer desk. She gets out the pills and dumps them into her hand. Scene ends with her looking at pills.
## CHOICES Observation Implementation Checklist

**Date of Observation**  
**School**  
**Grade level**  
**Total in Attendance**  
**Start time:**  
**End time:**  
**Cast:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CHOICES COMPONENT</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
<th>CORE CONTENT (if applicable)</th>
<th>METHOD (if applicable)</th>
<th>FIDELITY TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SECTION 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Start Time:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dosage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
<td>Facilitator(F.) introduces herself and the other two actors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
<td>F. introduces theatre company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
<td>F. talks about play's development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td>F. introduces play's characters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td>F. introduces basic structure of the intervention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Adherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
<td>F. talks about use of strong language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Adherence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Major Deviations**

**Additional**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End Time:</th>
<th>Total time:</th>
<th>Dosage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total # Yes:</th>
<th>Total # No:</th>
<th>Dosage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHOICES COMPONENT</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>COMMENT S</th>
<th>CORE CONTENT (if applicable)</th>
<th>METHOD (if applicable)</th>
<th>FIDELITY TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SECTION 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Time:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Play is performed exactly according to script (read along with script)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>COMMENT S</td>
<td>CORE CONTENT (if applicable)</td>
<td>METHOD (if applicable)</td>
<td>FIDELITY TYPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning signs</td>
<td>Demonstratio n</td>
<td>Adherence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 2 All slides are shown, according to script | YES | NO | COMMENT S | CORE CONTENT (if applicable) | METHOD (if applicable) | FIDELITY TYPE |
| Demonstratio n | Adherence |

| 3 Majority (90%) of audience are paying attention | YES | NO | COMMENT S | CORE CONTENT (if applicable) | METHOD (if applicable) | FIDELITY TYPE |
| Participant responsivene ss |

| 4 Actors are believable in their roles | YES | NO | COMMENT S | CORE CONTENT (if applicable) | METHOD (if applicable) | FIDELITY TYPE |
| Demonstratio n | Quality |

| Major Deviation s |
|                   |

| Additional | |
|------------||
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHOICES COMPONENT</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
<th>CORE CONTENT (if applicable)</th>
<th>METHOD (if applicable)</th>
<th>FIDELITY TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SECTION 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Time:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>F. explains that students will now be allowed to offer and try out suggestions that will change the outcome of the play, by stopping the action of the play</td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td>Adherence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>F. asks what is learned about H. in the early scenes of the play</td>
<td>Guided discussion</td>
<td>Adherence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Students describe Hannah</td>
<td>Guided discussion</td>
<td>Participant responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F adds additional descriptors not mentioned</td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td>Adherence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F asks what Hannah could have done differently</td>
<td>Guided discussion</td>
<td>Adherence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Students give</td>
<td>Guided</td>
<td>Participant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>examples</td>
<td>discussion</td>
<td>responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of examples given:</td>
<td>Guided discussion</td>
<td>Participant responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F. defines cyberbullying</td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td>Adherence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>F. defines cyberbullying accurately, as “repeated an willful acts of harm through the internet or cellphone”</td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td>Adherence, Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>F. tells the students the play will begin again, right when H. receives the first text.</td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td>Adherence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>F. tells the students to practice pausing the action of the play</td>
<td>Guided discussion</td>
<td>Adherence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Majority of students in group practice stopping action</td>
<td>Guided discussion</td>
<td>Participant Responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Major Deviations**

**Additional comments**

**End Time:** Total Time: Dosage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Yes:</th>
<th>Total No:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHOICES COMPONENT</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
<th>CORE CONTENT (if applicable)</th>
<th>METHOD (if applicable)</th>
<th>FIDELITY TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Time:</th>
<th>Dosage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Play begins when H. receives her first message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Students stops action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Students offer suggestions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number of student suggestions offered:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number of student suggestions role played by a student and actor:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number of student suggestions role played by both actors (no student):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>STOP strategy is suggested by student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>STOP strategy is provided by F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>STOP is role-played</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BLOCK strategy is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>suggested by student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>BLOCK strategy is provided by F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>BLOCK strategy is displayed on projected slide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>BLOCK is role-played</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>TELL strategy is suggested by student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>TELL strategy is provided by F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>TELL is role-played</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>F asks what worked after every suggested role-play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Students give reasons why strategy worked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>F asks what didn't work after every suggested role-play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Students give reasons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>F explains why strategies are ineffective (provide details in comment section)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>F explains why the strategies are ineffective, accurately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>F asks the students, after an ineffective role-play, if they want to see it end differently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>F asks the students how the cyberbully got H's number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Students offer ideas about how the cyberbully got her #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>F tells students to be careful about who they share their number and email address with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choices Component</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Time:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F asks the students to remember what happened to H. towards the end of the play. She asks them to list the warning signs of suicide that they witnessed in H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of students who offer suggestions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of correct signs named*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of incorrect signs named</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F clarifies which are signs are which are not signs of suicide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F adds warning signs not suggested by students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F relists the warning signs*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F asks students what they would do if they had a friend exhibiting these signs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of student suggestions of what they would do</td>
<td>Student interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F asks students what they would do if the friend made them promise not to tell anyone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Students respond that they would tell anyway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>F tells them to tell anyway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>F asks students what they could do if they are feeling suicidal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of student suggestions of what they could do if they were suicidal</td>
<td>Student interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>F tells the students to remember STOP, BLOCK, TELL if they are cyberbullied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>F's explanation of STOP/BLOCK/TELL is accurate**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>F tells the students that sometimes they need to take these steps many times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>F gives homework to find out how to block messages online and on cellphone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name 3 trusted
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Task Description</th>
<th>Direct Instruction</th>
<th>Adherence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>F asks the students to think of 3 people they trust—three adults to go to if they or a friend are thinking about hurting or killing themselves.</td>
<td>adults</td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>F explains that suicide is the 2nd leading cause of death, after car accidents, in their age group (the students').</td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td>Adher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>F tells the students that they are not crazy for having suicidal thoughts but they need to get help.</td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td>Adher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>F gives Tornado analogy</td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td>Adher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>F tells the students to think of 3 trusted adults now, as it's a lot easier to get help when you need it, when you have already thought of who to reach out to.</td>
<td>Name 3 trusted adults</td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>F tells the students to keep telling the adults until one of these people listens.</td>
<td>Name 3 trusted adults</td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>F thanks everyone for participating</td>
<td></td>
<td>Quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Major Deviations**

**Additional Comments**

**End Time:**

**Total Time:**
*Warning Signs of Suicide: Missing field hockey practice (stopping activities), not interacting with Mom and Abby (stopping interaction with friends and family), her appearance declined (Change in appearance), her mood changed from happy to depressed (Change in mood), she stopped doing her homework (Decline in schoolwork)

**Accurate description of STOP/BLOCK/TELL- STOP engaging with the bully and don't respond. BLOCK messages from that sender. TELL an adult you trust.

Additional comments regarding the implementation of intervention:
These questions are about YOU and safety in YOUR SCHOOL.
Answer each item as best you can. Please be honest with your answers.
Your answers will not be shared with anyone at your school.
Thank you for your help!

Part I

In the past school year, have you received:

1. Written materials about cyberbullying?
   ☐ Yes    ☐ No

2. Classroom lessons about cyberbullying?
   ☐ Yes    ☐ No

3. Written materials about suicide awareness?
   ☐ Yes    ☐ No
4. Classroom lessons about suicide awareness?
   □ Yes   □ No

*At any point during your school career (current or past school years), have you:*

5. Seen an interactive play about cyberbullying?
   □ Yes   □ No

**Part II**

*Please choose the BEST answer to each question below:*

6. If an anonymous person sent you text threatening to beat you up after school, which of the following would be the BEST strategy to deal with the situation:
   □ Try and find out who the person is and confront them in person
   □ Stay home from school for the next week
   □ Contact your cell phone provider to block the person from sending you more messages
   □ Forward the message to a friend
   □ Write them back a nasty message

7. You emailed a private picture to your boyfriend or girlfriend, and they forwarded it to the entire school. Which of the following would be the BEST strategy to deal with the situation:
   □ Report the incident to a trusted adult
   □ Ask a friend what to do
   □ Transfer to another school
   □ Share private photos of them to get even
   □ Change your phone number
8. Someone you don’t know keeps texting you, saying that they saw you in the shower in the school locker room. They make comments about your body that make you uncomfortable. Which of the following would be the BEST strategy to deal with the situation:

- Text the person back and tell them they are disgusting and to leave you alone
- Forward it to all of your friends and see what they think you should do
- Ignore the texts
- Stop using the school locker room to shower
- Try and find out who the person is

**Below is a list of scenarios. Please check**

**YES, if you think it is a possible warning sign of suicide**
**NO, if you think it is not a possible warning sign**
**I DON’T KNOW, if you’re not sure**

9. Jose goes out and spends his entire paycheck at the mall.

- YES
- NO
- I DON’T KNOW

10. Jenny talks to you about how excited she is to go to college next year.

- YES
- NO
- I DON’T KNOW

11. Sunil, a varsity player, stops going to soccer practice and stops hanging out with his friends on the weekends.

- YES
- NO
- I DON’T KNOW

12. Kasi used to laugh and smile all the time, but now she seems angry a lot and cries easily over little things.

- YES
- NO
- I DON’T KNOW
13. Dana quits cheerleading and joins the debate team.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

14. Jake plays video games all the time and never goes outside.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

15. Jairon is eating a lot more than usual.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

16. Rosie is on Twitter and Instagram almost all the time and seems to have more “virtual” friends than “real” ones.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

17. Jordan stops eating dinner with his family and spending time with them on the weekends like he used to do.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

18. Mercedes starts spending all of her time training for a marathon.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

19. Tanisha, a straight A student, stops studying and turning her homework.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

20. Mason starts wearing all black.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

21. Candace talks about using her dad’s gun to kill herself.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

22. Stephanie stops dressing nicely for school and doesn’t look like she brushes her hair.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW
23. Julian tells you that he doesn’t see the point in doing anything anymore.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON’T KNOW

24. Sami stops eating lunch and has lost a lot of weight.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON’T KNOW

25. Charlie starts listening to a lot music with violent and scary lyrics.
   - YES  - NO  - I DON’T KNOW

26. Which of the following is the BEST strategy to use if you are concerned because a classmate is showing warning signs of suicide?
   Choose only ONE answer.
   - Drive them to the hospital
   - Never leave them alone
   - Tell a trusted adult
   - Try and talk them out of it
   - Promise not to tell anyone
   - Remind them of everything they have to live for
   - Ignore them

Part III

27. How willing are you to help a classmate who is being cyberbullied?
   - Very unwilling  - Unwilling  - Willing  - Very willing

28. How confident do you feel in your ability to help a classmate who is being cyberbullied?
   - Very unsure  - Not confident  - Confident  - Very confident

29. How willing are you to help a classmate who is showing the warning signs of suicide?
30. How confident do you feel in your ability to help a classmate who showing the warning signs of suicide?

- Very unsure
- Not confident
- Confident
- Very confident

Part IV

The following questions have to do with your opinion of Hannah, the girl in the play who was cyberbullied

31. I saw parts of myself in Hannah

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

32. I can imagine myself being in the same situation Hannah was in

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

33. I can imagine myself doing the same things Hannah did, in reaction to being cyberbullied

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

34. I understood the way Hannah felt

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

35. I would have handled being cyberbullied differently than how Hannah handles it

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

36. I would never react the way Hannah did

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

Part V

These questions tell us something about you. Please check the box next to your answer.
37. Are you a  
☐ Male  ☐ Female

38. What grade are you in?

☐ 5th grade  ☐ 6th grade  ☐ 7th grade  ☐ 8th grade
☐ 9th grade  ☐ 10th grade  ☐ 11th grade  ☐ 12th grade

39. Are you

☐ A Non-Minority (white)
☐ A Minority

The End
Thank you!
Pre Assessment Measure

CHOICES
Knowledge of Cyberbullying and Suicide Awareness
Form I

These questions are about YOU and safety in YOUR SCHOOL. Answer each item as best you can. Please be honest with your answers. Your answers will not be shared with anyone at your school. Thank you for your help!

Part I

In the past school year, have you received:

40. Written materials about cyberbullying?
   □ Yes □ No

41. Classroom lessons about cyberbullying?
   □ Yes □ No
42. Written materials about suicide awareness?
   - Yes  - No

43. Classroom lessons about suicide awareness?
   - Yes  - No

*At any point during your school career (current or past school years), have you:*

44. Seen an interactive play about cyberbullying?
   - Yes  - No

**Part II**

*Please choose the BEST answer to each question below:*

45. If an anonymous person sent you text threatening to beat you up after school, which of the following would be the BEST strategy to deal with the situation:
   - Try and find out who the person is and confront them in person
   - Stay home from school for the next week
   - Contact your cell phone provider to block the person from sending you more messages
   - Forward the message to a friend
   - Write them back a nasty message

46. You emailed a private picture to your boyfriend or girlfriend, and they forwarded it to the entire school. Which of the following would be the BEST strategy to deal with the situation:
   - Report the incident to a trusted adult
   - Ask a friend what to do
   - Transfer to another school
   - Share private photos of them to get even
   - Change your phone number
47. Someone you don’t know keeps texting you, saying that they saw you in the shower in the school locker room. They make comments about your body that make you uncomfortable. Which of the following would be the BEST strategy to deal with the situation:

- Text the person back and tell them they are disgusting and to leave you alone
- Forward it to all of your friends and see what they think you should do
- Ignore the texts
- Stop using the school locker room to shower
- Try and find out who the person is

**Below is a list of scenarios. Please check**

**YES, if you think it is a possible warning sign of suicide**
**NO, if you think it is not a possible warning sign**
**I DON’T KNOW, if you’re not sure**

48. Jose goes out and spends his entire paycheck at the mall.

- YES  
- NO  
- I DON’T KNOW

49. Jenny talks to you about how excited she is to go to college next year.

- YES  
- NO  
- I DON’T KNOW

50. Sunil, a varsity player, stops going to soccer practice and stops hanging out with his friends on the weekends.

- YES  
- NO  
- I DON’T KNOW

51. Kasi used to laugh and smile all the time, but now she seems angry a lot and cries easily over little things.

- YES  
- NO  
- I DON’T KNOW

52. Dana quits cheerleading and joins the debate team.

- YES  
- NO  
- I DON’T KNOW
53. Jake plays video games all the time and never goes outside.
   ☐ YES ☐ NO ☐ I DON’T KNOW

54. Jairon is eating a lot more than usual.
   ☐ YES ☐ NO ☐ I DON’T KNOW

55. Rosie is on Twitter and Instagram almost all the time and seems to have more “virtual” friends than “real” ones.
   ☐ YES ☐ NO ☐ I DON’T KNOW

56. Jordan stops eating dinner with his family and spending time with them on the weekends like he used to do.
   ☐ YES ☐ NO ☐ I DON’T KNOW

57. Mercedes starts spending all of her time training for a marathon.
   ☐ YES ☐ NO ☐ I DON’T KNOW

58. Tanisha, a straight A student, stops studying and turning her homework.
   ☐ YES ☐ NO ☐ I DON’T KNOW

59. Mason starts wearing all black.
   ☐ YES ☐ NO ☐ I DON’T KNOW

60. Candace talks about using her dad’s gun to kill herself.
   ☐ YES ☐ NO ☐ I DON’T KNOW

61. Stephanie stops dressing nicely for school and doesn’t look like she brushes her hair.
   ☐ YES ☐ NO ☐ I DON’T KNOW

62. Julian tells you that he doesn’t see the point in doing anything anymore.
63. Sami stops eating lunch and has lost a lot of weight.

64. Charlie starts listening to a lot music with violent and scary lyrics.

65. Which of the following is the BEST strategy to use if you are concerned because a classmate is showing warning signs of suicide? Choose only ONE answer.

   - Drive them to the hospital
   - Never leave them alone
   - Tell a trusted adult
   - Try and talk them out of it
   - Promise not to tell anyone
   - Remind them of everything they have to live for
   - Ignore them

Part III

66. How willing are you to help a classmate who is being cyberbullied?

   - Very unwilling
   - Unwilling
   - Willing
   - Very willing

67. How confident do you feel in your ability to help a classmate who is being cyberbullied?

   - Very unsure
   - Unsure
   - Confident
   - Very confident

68. How willing are you to help a classmate who is showing the warning signs of suicide?

   - Very unwilling
   - Unwilling
   - Willing
   - Very willing
69. How confident do you feel in your ability to help a classmate who showing the warning signs of suicide?
    □ Very unsure □ Unsure □ Confident □ Very confident

Part IV

These questions tell us something about you. Please check the box next to your answer.

70. Are you a □ Male □ Female

71. What grade are you in?
    □ 5th grade  □ 6th grade  □ 7th grade  □ 8th grade
    □ 9th grade  □ 10th grade □ 11th grade □ 12th grade

72. Are you
    □ A Non-Minority (white)
    □ A Minority

The End
Thank you!
CHOICES

Knowledge of cyberbullying and suicide awareness

Form II

These questions are about YOU and safety in YOUR SCHOOL.
Answer each item as best you can. Please be honest with your answers.
Your answers will not be shared with anyone at your school.
Thank you for your help!

Part I

During today's program,

1. Did you raise your hand to volunteer?
   - YES    - NO

2. Were you called on to share your ideas?
   - YES    - NO

3. Did you get up and try out your ideas?
   - YES    - NO
4. What was the number one thing you learned today? (Write in the space below)

5. I liked the short play about cyberbullying and suicide, shown at the beginning of today's program
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree

6. I liked the section of today's program when students could get up and try out their solutions to Hannah's problem
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree

7. During the section when students could get up and try out their solutions to Hannah's problem, I learned about what to do if I am cyberbullied
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree

8. During the section when students could get up and try out their solutions to Hannah's problem, I learned about what to do if a classmate is showing the warning signs of suicide
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree

9. I learned what to do if I am cyberbullied directly from the information the women from the theatre company told us
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree

10. I learned how to recognize the warning signs of suicide directly from the information the women from the theatre company told us
    - Strongly Agree
    - Agree
    - Disagree
    - Strongly Disagree

11. I learned what to do if a classmate is showing the warning signs of suicide directly from the information the women from the theatre company told us
    - Strongly Agree
    - Agree
    - Disagree
    - Strongly Disagree
12. Which of the following helped you learn DIRECT INFORMATION about suicide and cyberbullying?
   - The short play
   - The student brainstorming and role-playing
   - Direct instruction by the theatre company members

*In terms of today’s program, when it comes to cyberbullying.*

13. I knew everything that was taught already
   - YES  NO

14. I knew some things already and learned some new things
   - YES  NO

15. Everything I learned today was new
   - YES  NO

*In terms of today’s program, when it comes to suicide awareness.*

16. I knew everything that was taught already
   - YES  NO

17. I knew some things already and learned some new things
   - YES  NO

18. Everything I learned today was new
   - YES  NO

19. **Overall, rate how much you enjoyed today’s program**
   - Didn’t enjoy it at all
   - Enjoyed it a little bit
   - Neutral
   - Mostly enjoyed it
   - Extremely enjoyed it

Part II
Please choose the BEST answer to each question below:

20. Someone keeps tweeting on Twitter that you hooked up with a much older classmate at a party. Which of the following would be the BEST strategy to deal with the situation?
   - Send out a tweet denying the rumors
   - Have all of your friends tweet mean things about the person
   - Don’t respond to the tweets at all
   - Call the police
   - Don’t go to school until you’re sure its blown over

21. Someone who won’t say who they are keeps sending you G-chat messages telling you that everyone thinks you are stupid and ugly. They also are threatening to jump you at homecoming game. Which of the following would be the best strategy to deal with the situation?
   - Remove that user from your list of friends on G-chat and prevent them from being added in the future
   - Stop using your computer
   - Have one of your parents send them an email asking them to stop
   - Ask them questions until you find out who they are, so you can report them
   - Have all of your friends send the person mean messages

22. An anonymous person posts on Instagram pictures of you in your bathing suit at a friend’s pool party. In the posting, they say really mean things about your body. Which of the following would be the best strategy to deal with the situation?
   - Call the police
   - Post a bunch of disgusting pictures and tag the person in all of them
   - Tell a trusted to adult who can help you figure out what to do
   - Ignore the posting
   - Take a great picture of yourself and post it, so people will know how good you really look
Below is a list of scenarios. Please check YES, if you think it is a possible warning sign of suicide, NO, if you think it is not a possible warning sign, and I DON’T KNOW, if you’re not sure

23. Jack pays for all of his friends to go to the movies and says, “What’s the point in saving my money anyway?”
   - YES
   - NO
   - I DON’T KNOW

24. Ann is really looking forward to her family’s trip to Gatlinburg during spring break
   - YES
   - NO
   - I DON’T KNOW

25. Suchita is a senior point guard on the basketball team and suddenly stops going to practice and doesn’t show up for the team’s homecoming game
   - YES
   - NO
   - I DON’T KNOW

26. Jason used to love goofing around and cracking jokes, but now he seems to get angry over little things and hardly talks at school anymore
   - YES
   - NO
   - I DON’T KNOW

27. Lana quits the dance team so she can take a poetry class after school
   - YES
   - NO
   - I DON’T KNOW

28. Max sits in front of his computer in his room all day long
   - YES
   - NO
   - I DON’T KNOW

29. Ben ate an entire half gallon of ice cream in one sitting
   - YES
   - NO
   - I DON’T KNOW

30. Raia talks more and more to the other people on X-box than she does other people at school
   - YES
   - NO
   - I DON’T KNOW
31. Jon stops going to the library and park with his friends after school, which he used to do every day. Now, he just sits in his room by himself
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

32. Kayla starts collecting pain pills from her mother's cabinet and tells you she has thought about taking them all at one time
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

33. Miller begins getting up at 5 a.m. so that he can swim 2 miles before school
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

34. Malik has been talking about going to college all year and has been studying for the college entry exam. Then, all of a sudden, he stops studying and blows off the test
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

35. Cam starts wearing a trench coat to school every day
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

36. Jen talks a lot about going to sleep and never waking up
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

37. Jayden seems to have stopped showering and doesn't seem to care whether his clothes are dirty or his hair is washed
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

38. Matt visits his brother's gravesite every day after school. Sometimes, he even skips school to eat lunch there
   - YES  - NO  - I DON'T KNOW

39. April exercises 3 hours a day and seems to be really concerned about how much she weighs
40. Based on what you've learned from today's program, which of the following is the BEST strategy to use if you see a friend showing the warning signs of suicide

- Don’t let them stay by themselves
- Tell them how many people will miss them
- Swear to them that you’ll keep it a secret
- Let your parents know what is going on
- Write encouraging messages on Facebook to cheer them up
- Try and decide if they're doing it for attention

Part III

The following questions have to do with your opinion of Hannah, the girl in the play who was cyberbullied

41. I saw parts of myself in Hannah

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

42. I can imagine myself being in the same situation Hannah was in

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

43. I can imagine myself doing the same things Hannah did, in reaction to being cyberbullied

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

44. I understood the way Hannah felt

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

45. I would have handled being cyberbullied differently than how Hannah handles it

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree
46. I would never react the way Hannah did
   □ Strongly Agree □ Agree □ Disagree □ Strongly Disagree

**Part IV**

*After participating in today’s program,*

47. How willing are you to help a classmate who is being cyberbullied?
   □ Very unwilling □ Unwilling □ Willing □ Very willing

48. How confident do you feel in your ability to help a classmate who is being cyberbullied?
   □ Very unsure □ Unsure □ Confident □ Very confident

49. How willing are you to help a classmate who is showing the warning signs of suicide?
   □ Very unwilling □ Unwilling □ Willing □ Very willing

50. How confident do you feel in your ability to help a classmate who is showing the warning signs of suicide?
   □ Very unsure □ Unsure □ Confident □ Very confident

**Part V**

*These questions tell us something about you. Please check the box next to your answer.*

51. Are you a □ Male □ Female

52. What grade are you in?

   □ 5th grade □ 6th grade □ 7th grade □ 8th grade
   □ 9th grade □ 10th grade □ 11th grade □ 12th grade
53. Are you

☐ A Non-Minority (white)
☐ A Minority

The End
Thank you!
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